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Dear Mission Council, November 2016 
 
The Mission First Implementation Team (MFIT) was created by the General Board to help 
facilitate the process of identifying where God is calling Disciples of Christ to mission by helping 
engage and collect input from Disciples across the United States and Canada. That information 
has been compiled so that the Mission Council can use all that was said to discern common areas 
of mission focus for the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ). 

 
When the MFIT set out on this journey, our focus was on creating a structure for Mission 
Gatherings and ensuring that the diversity of Disciples was well represented in this process. As 
the team had our initial conversations, the goals expanded to include making sure that this was 
done transparently and in a way that allowed all expressions of the church to engage with open 
minds and with open hearts. Attention was paid to create relational spaces where participants 
could authentically engage with each other, make connections, and create partnerships. 

 
The implementation team work involved more than just developing a meeting agenda. It grew to 
include finding ways to develop tools and training that would support the Mission Gathering 
hosts before, during, and after the events; preparing the Mission Gathering participants to 
prayerfully engage with one and other when they gathered; and keeping the Church apprised of 
Mission First activities through regular updates, internet and social networking sites, and reports 
back to mission gathering hosts. I have been encouraged by the reports that we’ve heard from 
some Mission Gathering hosts of the energy and enthusiasm that was generated during these 
gatherings and that has continued on beyond the days that their regions and groups met.  It is 
my hope that the activity that has begun will continue on a local, regional, and even a global 
level. 

 
The Mission First Implementation Team humbly submits this report to the Mission Council. 
Knowing that reviewing each of the thousands of responses that were collected from Mission 
Gatherings would be overwhelming, we tried to strike a balance between providing information 
in a usable manner and giving enough background data to allow the Mission Council to 
understand the nuance of the input that is being shared. The methodology used in this analysis 
will be described later in the report. 

 
I have been blessed by being on this journey with the passionate, committed, diverse, and Holy- 
Spirit-driven group of individuals who made up the Mission First Implementation Team, including 
those who worked through the Office of General Minister and President to input and analyze the 
data. While we may not have spoken to every Disciple, I feel like we have a rich and diverse 
group of responses to share with you. 

 
I pray that the work of the team will allow the Mission Council to hear the input from Disciples 
across the United States and Canada, and to consider the learning from the Mission Gatherings 
as you begin the work of prayerfully identifying key mission directions for shared ministry. 

 
Lonora Graves, Chairperson, Mission First Implementation Team 
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Introduction 
 
 

 

today? 
 
Background to Mission First! 

Heads bowed, voices speaking, intense 
conversation in groups of six or more. Around 
tables, in pews, indoors and out - more than 80 
Mission Gatherings happened among Disciples 
across the United States and Canada during 2016! 
Women, men, youth, young adults. African 
American, Euro-American, Hispanic, Asian and 
Pacific Islander. Clergy, lay. Disciples all, gathering 
to share what God is doing already among us – and 
to listen for where God is calling us next. The 
conversations were captured and tabulated. The 
results are in this report. Now it is up to the Mission 
Council to read, reflect, pray, discuss and discern – 
with this input and with the wisdom you bring – 
what is God’s unifying call to mission for Disciples 

 

Addressing the 2014 General Board, General Minister and President Sharon Watkins challenged 
the Board and our whole church: “The time has come to lighten our load and tighten our focus – 
on mission! I am inviting our Church, in all its expressions, to join in a Church-wide conversation 
on God’s mission for Disciples today – and to establish new mechanisms that would hold us 
accountable to that mission.” 

 
The result was Mission First! - a Church-wide process to call Disciples to focus on God’s mission in 
the world. Mission First! affirms that mission is a gift from God, an invitation for Disciples to 
participate in God’s redemptive and restorative work toward wholeness. It calls Disciples to 
determine how we as one Church, discern God’s mission for Disciples today and organize to 
participate in that shared mission – together. 

 
Goals 

 

The purpose of Mission First! is to help Disciples listen for the voice of God calling us into shared 
mission. The goals of Mission First are two-fold. 

 
1. The first goal is to claim God’s call to a unifying vision of mission for Disciples today, a 

mission direction by which we will be known. This shared mission will help the Church: 
a. Claim its relational and covenantal roots; 
b. Resource, engage and empower congregations for mission; 
c. Create space for new and emerging mission-focused partnerships among existing 

ministries for shared work and ministry. 
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2. The second goal is to develop a nimble and responsive, emergent governance structure 
that will: 
a. Acknowledge and put shared mission first, creating mutual accountability for the 

various ministries emerging from our shared mission; 
b. Evaluate progress toward that mission; 
c. Refocus the mission when the time is right. 

 
The Mission First! goals will be reached through four inter-connected elements: 

 
1. Holding periodic conversations, called Mission Gatherings, across the life of the Disciples of 

Christ to learn from each other how the Church is experiencing and living out God’s mission 
today and could be living God’s mission in the future; 

2. Establishing a Mission Council, to listen, discern and identify key areas/directions of mission 
for a period of time, to focus our common life in mission together as Church; 

3. Developing a plan of implementation involving congregational, educational, regional and 
general ministries working in close collaboration and partnership. The implementation will 
include a strategy for engagement and communication with Church-wide membership. 
Ministries will give leadership to and coordinate the implementation of a particular mission 
direction; and, 

4. Establishing a Governance Board that can convene and act in a timely manner and reflects 
current best practices in non-profit governance providing oversight and accountability in 
implementing the mission directions. 

 
At the 2015 General Board meeting, the Mission First! Proposal was approved and a two-year 
pilot of the process was approved for the 2015-2017 biennium, guided by the Mission First! 
Implementation Team (MFIT). 
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Spiritual Basis of Mission First! 
 

A. C. Dixon was a Baptist pastor, bible expositor, and evangelist, popular during the late 19th and 
early 20th centuries. He once said, “When we depend upon organizations, we get what 
organizations can do; when we depend upon education, we get what education can do; when we 
depend upon ourselves, we get what we can do; but when we depend upon prayer, we get what 
God can do."∗ 

 
The Mission First Implementation Team believed that Dixon’s words were worthy of our 
subscription in the Mission Gathering process. Mission First! endeavors to embody the call of 
God for the Christian Church (DOC) to be and to share God’s mission and ministry above 
institutional preservation. It required us to undergird the work in weekly scripture focus and 
prayerful reflection. For 62 weeks, we invited Disciples from every expression of the church to 
write a devotion, a prayer reflection, and to invite readers to engage in a personal task to help 
build momentum and hopeful anticipation for the Mission Gathering process. The Mission 
Gathering process had a strong dependence upon prayer. 

 
While the process was girded in prayer, each Mission Gathering opened with an emphasis on 
worship. In effect, we wanted to ensure that any given Mission Gathering was experienced as 
worshipful work to create a sense of community, and spiritual centering and sensitivity for the 
collective congregations present. The worship liturgy involved a call to worship, prayer, songs, a 
scripture reading, and a sermonic video representing different and divers voices of our church 
inclusive of children, gender, and ethnicity. The liturgy also included interactive participation 
from each attendee. Every Mission Gathering ended with closing worship to celebrate the bond 
of Christian love and to embrace a hope for the emergence of new and fresh mission and 
ministry across every expression of the church. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

∗ http://www.christianquotes.info/quotes-by-author/a-c-dixon-quotes/ 

http://www.christianquotes.info/quotes-by-author/a-c-dixon-quotes/
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Design of Mission First! Gatherings & Survey 
 

The Mission First! Implementation Team was charged with the task of creating a format for 
conversations to take place across the Church that would yield two primary results: 1) the 
conversations would help the Church celebrate God's call to mission and express how the Church 
in all expressions is being faithful to that call, and 2) the conversations would name broad areas 
of mission to which God may be calling the Church over the next few years. 

 
The Mission First! Implementation Team recognized in the beginning that each Mission 
Gathering would be unique and each one would elicit diverse responses based on the work of 
the spirit and on the gifts of the persons offering leadership. Nevertheless, the team made an 
effort to structure a similar format for each gathering and provided consistent questions that 
would guide the conversations. This consistency would make it easier to group the responses and 
offer meaningful interpretation of those responses. A detailed Mission Gathering Kit was created 
and sent out to guide leaders through the entire process of leading a Mission Gathering. 

 
Each Mission Gathering included time for worship and prayer. There were exercises to help 
persons think concretely about mission experiences that have been meaningful to them. There 
was a video presentation by the General Minister and President which provided a definition of 
mission as it was being used in the Mission Gatherings and which set the larger context to show 
how the Mission Gatherings are fitting into the larger Mission First! effort. 

 
Participants at each Mission Gathering were divided into groups of six to have focused 
conversation around three questions. Each group of six had a facilitator. Training was offered on- 
line, by video, and through written instructions so that each group facilitator would be equipped 
to offer the needed leadership. The main leader for each Mission Gathering also had training and 
a script to assist her/him in this important leadership role. 

 
The Disciples of Christ Identity Statement was featured prominently in each small group as 
background for the conversations on mission. "We are Disciples of Christ, a movement for 
wholeness in a fragmented world. As part of the one body of Christ, we welcome all to the Lord's 
Table as God has welcomed us." This statement was printed on the response sheets that were 
given to each participant. At one point the statement was read aloud in each small group. Prior 
to the small group conversations, time was provided for silent reflection after the reading of each 
question. 

 
The three questions were as follows: 1) Share one or two examples of how you or your 
congregation participates in God's mission at home or in the world. 2) In ten words or less, what 
have you learned from the communities where you have served that help you to understand 
God's mission in the world. 3)  Considering the common themes from Questions 1 and 2, share 
one or two ideas where we, as the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) might focus energy and 
resources so we could participate more fully in God's mission in the world. 

 
Throughout the Mission Gathering, responses were noted on newsprint and by the small group 
leaders on a response sheet. Each Mission Gathering leader was asked to give a summary of the 
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gathering which included demographic data on the participants. A survey was created for small 
group leaders to record the feedback received in their small groups in response to the three 
questions. Individual participants were also able to record their responses on-line through an 
individual participant survey. 

 
The science of interpreting the data received from all of the Mission Gatherings was new to many 
members of the MFIT. However, we were appreciative of the expertise of persons who were 
called on to assist us in the task of weighing the responses and determining their overall strength 
and value for the Mission Council. Our prayer is that God will use this great effort to pull the 
Church forward into the specific areas of mission where Disciples can make an impact over the 
next few years. 
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Methodology of Analysis 
 

Sample Selection 
A targeted sample of 300 responses was created to represent the distribution of people who had 
responded to the survey as of August 1, 2016. A targeted sample was utilized to ensure that 
certain groups of people were adequately represented in the sample, in some cases resulting in 
an inflated proportion. For example, in the total sample Men represented only 28% of the 
responses but a more equal distribution (45%) was used in the targeted sample. Responses were 
randomly selected from the sub-groups to ensure representation. The demographic distribution 
of the total responses as of August 1, and of the targeted sample can be seen in the Preliminary 
Qualitative Analysis report. 

 
Software used for the synthesis: 
NVivo is a qualitative analysis software that allows researchers to code qualitative texts in a clean 
and organized manner. Researchers can code words, phrases, paragraphs, or full sections. The 
desired selection is highlighted and “tagged” in a category. The categories, known as “nodes,” 
are created by the researcher. Nodes can, and often are, grouped as parents and children. For 
example, a parent node might be “color,” while the child nodes are “blue,” “red,” and “yellow.” A 
search function can be used to search for key words within the text but the researcher must 
manually code the results. 

 
An Excel document with Questions 2 and 3 were uploaded into NVivo. The responses were slowly 
read. While reading the responses, the researcher began a list of common words, phrases, and 
ideas. As these commonalities were collected, the researcher began creating nodes (or codes) 
using the NVivo software. Once the nodes were created, the responses could be coded. As 
additional common words, phrases, or ideas were identified, the parent and child nodes were 
adapted and new nodes were added. Using this iterative process, the categories and sub- 
categories for the framework were developed. The process also allowed the researcher to re- 
examine all responses that have been tagged in any given category. 

 
Finalizing the categories: 
Following the qualitative analysis process, the researcher presented the findings to the MFIT 
data team for comments and questions. With the guidance of Rev. Dr. Sharon Watkins and the 
MFIT data team, wording, organization, and definitions were finalized. This process was critical in 
ensuring that the definitions and word choices accurately reflected both the information that 
was shared and the beliefs, values, and protocols of the Christian Church. 

 
Question 2 
Throughout the initial process of qualitatively analyzing responses, Question 2 began to pose 
challenges. Primarily, many responses to Question 2 were abstract in nature and discussed broad 
feelings such as “compassion” or “peace.” Many responses also included lists of words, instead of 
complete sentences, which challenged the processes of coding or assigning meaning to such 
responses. Therefore, Question 2 information has been shared as a narrative analysis describing 
trends and general sentiments. 
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Framework 
The NVivo qualitative analysis led to the development of a framework in which to understand 
responses to Question 3 of the Mission First! survey. This framework reflects the 300 sample 
responses analyzed qualitatively. 

 
Five categories were developed: location, community, working together, action focus area, and 
type of church engagement/ways of being in mission. Each of these categories was then broken 
down into sub-categories. Within the framework, each sub-category is defined and example 
responses and key words are presented. A concrete framework is important to that responses 
are understood and coded uniformly. While the framework is not exhaustive, it encompasses the 
trends seen in the sample and was tested through the coding process. Very few responses fell 
outside the scope of the framework and there were no categories that were never mentioned by 
a response. Two additional sub-categories were added early on during the coding process to 
better understand responses: partnership with local organizations and/or non-profits (Working 
Together) and using our skills, time, and (non-financial) personal resources (Ways of Being in 
Mission). 

 
Coding Process 
The framework was then moved into a coding document along with participant demographic 
information and responses. The responses were coded as having or not having each of the sub-
categories. Each response can have one or more code and will likely be included in many sub-
categories. For example, the response: “we should focus on advocating for immigration reform to 
congress” would be coded as “Domestic (US & Canada),” “Refugees & Immigrants,” and “Justice & 
Peace.” The responses will be coded in excel to allow for future frequencies and cross-tab analysis.  
 
Mission First! survey responses were coded by the researcher and four additional coders, students 
from Chapman University. Each response was read and analyzed for selection under each category. 
The majority of responses were categorized based on key words. The analysis below includes 2,620 
Mission First! surveys.  There were 2,209 responses to question 3. The remaining 411 survey 
respondents left this question blank. The significance of the results is not affected by these blank 
responses, as 2,209 responses is a large number for a qualitative survey. The demographic 
distribution adequately represents the 314,677 participating members of the DOC (2016 DOC 
Yearbook), these statistics can be found in the appendix section.  
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Framework 
 
 

Thematic Area Sub-Categories 

Location Global Local Domestic Within the 
Church 

"Outside of 
the Church" 

   

         
 

Community 
 

Elderly 
People living 
in poverty or 
homelessnes

 

People with 
disabilities or 

illness 

 
LGBTQ+ Refugees & 

Immigrants 
Children, Youth, 
& Young Adults 

  

         

Working Together 
 

Churches 
DOC General 

Church, 
Regions, & 

 

Interfaith 
Collaboration 

Partnership 
(with 

organizations) 

    

         
 

Actions (Q3): Focus 
Areas 

 
 

Education & 
Teaching 

 
 

Environment/
Climate 
Change 

 
 

Justice & 
Peace 

 
 

Food/ 
Hunger 

 

Addressing 
Poverty (& 
Other Needs) 

 
 

Anti-Racism & 
Reconciliation 

Evangelism 
(Promotion of 
the Church & 

Teaching 
others about 

God) 

 

Actions (Q3): Type 
of Church 

Engagement / 
Ways of being in 

mission 

 
 

Be Present 

Learning 
FROM or         

Understandi
ng Others 

 
 

Mission Trips 

 

Needs 
Assessment 

 

Reaching Out/ 
Outreach 

 

Welcoming, 
Being open 

 
Out 

time/skills/ 
Resources 

 

Financial 
Support 

 

 
 Sample Responses Concept Definition Key Words 

Location  Where the response or activity is 
focused (Q2 & 3) 

 

 
Global "stronger ties with missions 

overseas" 

 
International focus 

International 
Global 
World 

 
Local/Community 
Focused 

"back to basic of community 
caring and sharing" 
"Becoming community 
church- build a relationship 
with local city government" 

 
Activities & focus in the local 
community 

Community 
Local 
Neighborhood 

Domestic (US & 
Canada) 

"help for refugees being 
resettled in our nation" 

Nationally focused activities & 
responses (US & Canada). 

Country 
Domestic 
US or Canada 

 
Within the Church 

"youth getting involved" 
"Acknowledging that 
successful administration is 
very important!" 

Activities & focus inside the church 
such as programming and 
strengthening of the church 

Within the church 
Inside the church 

 
"Outside of the 
Church" 

"People want to experience 
God's love outside the 
physical church." "'Go 
forth'- get outside your 
church's walls" 

 
Statements and activities that 
specifically denote "outside of the 
church" but do not specify where 

“Outside the 
church” 
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Community  To or with whom the response is 
directed (Q2 & 3) 

 

 
 

Elderly 

"Elder help" 
"Check on the elders and 
make sure they are not 
getting too hot and that they 
have food to eat." 

 
Elder members of the church or 
community, nursing homes, or 
homebound 

Elderly  
Old(er) People 
Old(er) Generation 

 
People living in 
poverty or 
homelessness 

 
"Find a temporary home to 
the homeless until they can 
get back on their feet." 

People or populations 
experiencing or who have 
experienced homelessness. People 
or populations experiencing 
poverty. 

Homeless 
Homelessness 
On the streets 
Poor 
Poverty 
Impoverished 

 
People with 
disabilities or illness 

 
"overcome disabilities" 
"mental health reentry 
program" "2. HPV  3. HIV" 

People who are experiencing or 
have experienced illness, disease, 
or disability (including mental 
illness) 

Sick/Ill 
Mentally Ill 
Disabled 
HIV 
Drug Addicted 

 
LGBTQ+ 

"sexual orientations, gender 
identities, etc... -listening to 
all" 

LGBTQ+ community, individuals 
who identify as LGBTQ+, and 
LGBTQ+ rights 

LGBTQ+ 
Sexuality 
Transgender 

 
 
 

Refugees & 
Immigrants 

 
"house and assist homeless 
and refugees" 
"help for refugees being 
resettled in our nation" 
"ESL for immigrant 
communities" 

People who have experienced 
displacement due to political, 
social, or religious persecution or 
violence and/or immigrant 
communities. Included are issues 
related to justice and advocacy 
and/or providing services and 
support to people seeking refuge. 

Immigrants 
Refugees 
Foreigners 

 
 

Children, Youth, & 
Young Adults 

"Focus on children" 
"Youth is our future, mentor 
them, guide them and make 
them realize church 
fellowship can be fun and the 
best support system." 

 
 

Activities or focus on children and 
youth 

Children 
Youth 
Young People 
Young Adults 
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Working Together    

 
Churches 

"Associate with different 
churches" "Building 
communication between the 
churches" 

 
Churches working together for a 
greater goal. 

 

 
DOC General Church, 
Regions, & 
Congregations 

"Better communication 
between congregations and 
intentional and strategic 
planning for both shared 
local and global mission 
work" 

 
Collaboration and communication 
among the General Church, 
regions, and congregations 

 

Interfaith 
Collaboration 

” we must be ecumenical in 
nature” 

Working collaboratively with other 
faith traditions. 

 

 
Partnership (with 
organizations) 

“Partnerships with 
community groups- pooling 
of resources and energy= 
greater efficiency and focus 
and adaptability” 

 
Working with local organizations 
or general partnership. 

 

 
 

 
Action (Q3)  Focus areas and specific activities 

(Q3) 
 

Focus Areas    

 
Education & Teaching 

"Donate new and gently used 
books to the neighborhood. 
Offer free tutoring programs 
throughout the year." 

 
Focus on education (primary, 
secondary, or alternative). 

Training programs 
Formal education 
Teaching skills 
Literacy 

Environment & 
Climate Change 

 
"no litter on the street" Focus on the environment (micro, 

macro, or advocacy/justice) 

Water 
Land protection 
Global Warming 

 
Justice & Peace 

"Speak out for social justice" 
"Fighting for racial equality- 
protests, advocacy, support, 
etc." 

 
Activities surrounding justice or 
advocacy 

Justice 
Advocacy 
Speaking to 
representative 

 
 

Food/Hunger 

"Churches uniting together in 
feeding homeless" "sack 
lunches to those who can't 
afford it" 

Activities or programs focusing on 
food related mission including 
soup kitchens, food pantries, other 
hunger/food related activities. 

Hunger/The 
hungry 
Food Bank 
Meal/Food 
Programs 

 
 

Addressing Poverty (& 
Other Needs) 

"outreach programs that 
provide food and clothes. 
There are not many that 
provide personal hygiene 
products or cleaning 
supplies." 

Providing other (non-food) 
necessities such as 
housing/furniture, clothing, water, 
non-food supplies (hygiene etc.), 
school supplies 

Poverty 
Housing 
Clothing 
Financial support 
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Anti-Racism & 
Reconciliation 

"caring church for 
all/reconciliation" 
"Combine the work and 
resources of Reconciliation... 
to truly be one in our 
welcome of all, one in our 
ministry with all. Be a whole 
church. -united in ethnicities, 
races, genders, languages, 
sexual orientations, gender 
identities, etc..." 

 
 
 

Activities or mindfulness of 
eliminating racism in the church or 
community. (Developing a multi- 
racial, ethnic, and cultural church 
community. Embracing Diversity.) 

Racism Eliminating 
Racism Pro-
reconciliation 

 
 
 
 

Evangelism 
(Promotion of the 
Church & Teaching 
others about God) 

"Assign a spiritual mentor to 
youth in the community." 
"Go forward prayerfully. Ask 
God's guidance then move. 
Don't sit still. Give- prayer, 
ideas, support, guidance, 
communication" 
"Evangelize-speak what you 
know" "Advertisement of 
ideas, flyers, use technology 
such as Facebook, Twitter, 
web pages." 

 
 

 
Promoting the church, beliefs, 
activities/programs, or mission. 
Teaching others about God/Bible, 
praying with or for others, giving 
spiritual guidance, Evangelism 

Promotion of the 
Church & Teaching 
others about God 

Type of Church 
Engagement / Ways of 
being in mission 

   

 
Be Present "Older people need just for 

someone to talk to." 

Being present, physically or 
mentally, for people or 
communities 

Being present 
Presence in 
Being there 

 
 
 

Learning FROM or 
Understanding Others 

"'Where did I see you hungry, 
when did I visit you etc.' I 
have learned to walk with 
and support my neighbors 
(metaphorically and 
literally)." 
"Encourage education and 
broadening of perspectives." 

 

 
Learning from others or 
understanding others better 
through mission 

Learn from/about 
Be aware 
Understand others 

 
 

Mission Trips 

"Important that people are 
clear on where their money is 
going and feeling relationship 
with that. Relationships- 
missionary trips/ visits" 

 
Specific mention of mission trips or 
site visits to organizations or 
places that are being supported 

Mission trips 
Visit organizations 
See where the 
money goes 

 

 
Needs Assessments 

 
"Find a need that is not being 
met, and provide." 
"consider what other's needs 
may be." 

Mention of what people or 
communities may need, call for a 
formal or informal needs 
assessment, or a general 
statement such as "people have 
needs" 

Understand the 
need 
Define the need 
Need first, act 
second 
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Reaching Out / 
Outreach 

"Youth is our future, mentor 
them, guide them and make 
them realize church 
fellowship can be fun and the 
best support system." 
"Mission is outreach; 
reaching out to others who 
have need." 

 

 
Outreach. Reaching out, offering 
emotional support to people or 
communities. Offering community. 

Outreach  
Going out 
Reaching out to 
Where they are 

 
 

Welcoming, Being 
open 

"our welcome of all, one in 
our ministry with all. Be a 
whole church." 
"Being open to receive those 
who have less and provide 
hope and support to them" 

 
Activities to promote or 
mindfulness of being welcoming as 
an individual and/or as a 
congregation 

Welcome 
Open to all 
The table 

 
Our Time/Skills/Our 
Resources 

“culminate individual talents. 
team of doctors, team of 
carpenters, team of 
mechanics, etc. using the 
power of numbers. 

 
Utilizing our time, skills, and 
human resources towards mission. 

Volunteer 
Use our skills 
Pro bono 

 

Financial Support 
” more outreach- physically 

as well as financially” 
“special offerings” 

 
Providing financial support to 
individuals or ministries. 

Transparency 
Increasing financial 
support to mission 
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Categorization Results 
 
Question 2: In ten words or less, what have you learned from the communities where you have 
served that help you to understand God's mission in the world? 

 
Respondents answered Question 2 about the lessons they have learned through mission with 10 
words. Many respondents answered with lists of words and short phrases. Through analysis, 
several themes emerged. Respondents discussed learning about God’s calling to mission such as, 
“God calls on you for a reason” and “Helping others is what God wants us to do.” This trend also 
included learning more about God or our relationship with God through service to others. Love 
and compassion were also a common trend in responses. Responses included how, why, where, 
when, or to whom to offer love such as “People are desperately in need of our compassion…” A 
significant proportion of people similarly mentioned peace and welcome. Peace and welcome 
were shared in a similar manner to love. People have learned that love, peace, and welcome are 
needed and that they are critical to mission. Another trend in question two responses was “what 
we get from service” or receiving gifts or personal growth through mission. An example response 
about receiving through service was, “In serving others, you receive more than you give.” A final 
common trend in the Question 2 results was learning more about what people need from 
mission activity. Two variations of this trend emerged, people need God and people need help. 
Many respondents shared that they had learned that everyone needs help and many people are 
in need of God. 

 
Word Cloud of Question 2 responses: 
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Question 3: Considering the common themes from Question 1 and 2, share one or two ideas 
where we, as the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ), might focus energy and resources so 
we could participate more fully in God's mission in the world. 

 
Below the top responses in the survey are presented including a short summary of the top three 
responses from each demographic group. A complete table of the results can be seen in the 
appendix. This analysis includes 2,620 responses that were completed between January 2016 
and November 2016.  
 
Overall: 
The most common category was local with 21.1% of respondents having a locally focused 
response including target words such as “neighborhood,” “community,” or “nearby.” This 
response was closely followed by a global focus (20.15%). The most common community 
mentioned was “Children, Youth, and Young Adults” (11.3%) followed closely by “People living in 
Poverty or Homelessness” (10.7%).  Within the “Working Together” category, 7.8% of 
respondents mentioned partnership and working with other organizations. Respondents stated 
that Evangelism (12.7%) and Addressing Poverty (11.2%) most frequently as focus areas for 
mission. More specifically, the top responses for “Church Engagement/Ways of being in Mission” 
were “Reaching Out/Outreach” (13.4%) and “Welcoming, Being Open” (12.4%).   
 
In these responses, participants in Mission Gatherings stated most often that Disciples must 
focus their mission in the local community, in the action areas of evangelism, and be in mission 
through outreach. 
 
 
Word Cloud of Question 3 responses: 
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Youth (0-17) & Young Adults (18-29) 
Both groups selected “local” (18.0% & 21.9%) as the most important location. Youth ages 0-17 
(n=122) selected “People living in poverty or homelessness” (17.2%) as the community focus 
while young adults ages 18-29 (n=133) selected “Children, Youth, & Young Adults” (19.5%). 
Youth were less concerned with “Working Together” while young adults mentioned 
collaboration amongst DOC General Church, Regions, & Congregations in 8.3% of responses. 
Youth and young adults alike selected “Evangelism” (15.6% & 12.8%) as the most important 
action focus areas. Both groups most commonly mentioned “Reaching Out/Outreach” (13.9% & 
17.3%) as ways of being in mission.  
 
In these responses, Youth and Young Adult participants in Mission Gatherings stated most often 
that Disciples must focus mission in the local community. Youth identified working with 
communities living in poverty and homelessness through evangelism while Young Adults most 
frequently stated outreach for children, youth, and young adults.  
 
Adults 30-44 
Adults, ages 30-44, most frequently mentioned local (28.5%) as the location for mission focus. 
They selected Children, Youth, and Young adults (11.7%) most often as the community focus. 
The adults stated that the mission focus should include partnership (11.7%). This population 
most frequently mentioned evangelism (12.5%) and “Addressing Poverty & Other Needs” 
(10.9%) as the focus areas of mission and outreach (16.0%) and being welcoming and open 
(14.5%) as ways of being in mission. 
 
In these responses, Adult participants, ages 30-44, in Mission Gatherings stated most often that 
Disciples must focus mission in the local community through outreach and being welcoming.  
 
Adults 45+ 
Adults 45-60 stated local (22.9%) most frequently as the location for mission while adults 60+ 
stated that global missions (22.2%) most frequently. They most commonly mentioned the 
communities “people living in poverty or homelessness” (9.3% & 8.7%) and “children, youth, and 
young adults” (9.8% & 6.5%). Within the “working together” category, these adults most 
frequently stated that more DOC General Church, Regions, and Congregation (9.4% & 6.9%) 
collaboration is needed. The focus area in mission most frequently stated was evangelism 
(164.1% & 12.9%) while the way of being in mission most frequently stated was outreach (14.6% 
& 12.5%).  The responses of adults over the age of 45 heavily influenced the overall results as 
this population made up 71.9% of the total population. 
 
In these responses, Adults over the age of 45, in Mission Gatherings stated most often that 
Disciples must focus mission in the local community through evangelism and outreach. 
 
Racial and Ethnic Constituencies 
Respondents identifying as White and members of NAPAD selected local (22.4% & 17.7%) as the 
most important locational focus while respondents identifying as Black or African American and 
Hispanic most frequently stated global missions (18.23% & 35.9%). Respondents identifying as 
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Black or African American, Hispanic or Latino, and NAPAD mentioned “Children, Youth, & Young 
Adults” (13.7%, 18.4% & 16.5%) most frequently, while respondents identifying as White 
mentioned “People living in poverty or homelessness” (10.0%) most frequently. Working 
together as “DOC General Church, Regions, & Congregations” was most common amongst 
responses from respondents identifying as Black or African American and Hispanic or Latino 
(6.2% & 8.7%).  NAPAD respondents selected church collaboration most frequently (8.9%) while 
White respondents selected partnership (8.7%) most frequently. Respondents identifying as all 
groups selected “Evangelism” (15.8%, 12.4%, 24.3%, & 13.9%) as the most important focus area 
for mission. Respondents identifying as Black or African American, Hispanic or Latino, and 
NAPAD mentioned “Reaching Out/Outreach” (15.1%, 13.6% & 16.5%) as the most important way 
of being in mission. White participants responded “welcoming and being open” most frequently 
(14.1%). Additional groups included, Native American/First Nations and Haitian, the total 
frequencies can be seen in the tables in the Appendix. Too few responses were received to 
conduct meaningful analysis.  
 
In these responses, participants in Mission Gatherings stated most often that Disciples must 
focus mission in the local and global community. White respondents differed from Black or 
African American, Hispanic, and NAPAD members in community focus and ways of being in 
mission. All groups most frequently mentioned evangelism as the focus area for mission. 
 
Clergy and Lay People 
Clergy (including seminarians) and lay respondents were mostly similar, though they had some 
variation from one another in responses. Clergy selected local (23.6%) while lay respondents 
selected global (22.84%) as most important. Both groups agreed that “Children, Youth, & Young 
Adults” were the community of interest (11.5% & 10.2%). Clergy most frequently stated DOC 
General Church, Regions, & Congregations (10.8%) while lay people felt that partnership with 
organizations (7.7%) collaboration was most important. Lay respondents most frequently 
mentioned addressing food and hunger (12.2%) while both lay members and Clergy mentioned 
“Evangelism” (12.2% and 13.7%) as the action focus area. The two groups also differentiated on 
engagement and ways of being in mission, Lay respondents selected “Welcoming, Being Open” 
(15.0%), while Clergy selected “Reaching Out/Outreach” (14.4%). 
 
In these responses, participants in Mission Gatherings stated most often that Disciples must 
focus mission in the local community. Clergy and lay participants in Mission Gatherings were 
fairly similar.  They differed the most often in their responses on global and local mission and 
DOC collaboration versus partnership with organizations. 
 
Time Analysis 
To determine whether any national or international events affected the Mission First gathering 
discussions or the resulting survey responses, a time analysis was conducted.  Comparison was 
assessed by month of the gathering attended. One major difference amongst months was a 
global focus in January, March, April and November 2016. The other months of the year were 
more concerned with local mission. Anti-Racism and Reconciliation was typically seen in about 
5% of responses, but two peaks were seen in January and September. Justice and Peace 
responses were also highest in January. Responses focusing on Education were most prevalent 
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during June, July, and August. In addition, a peak in responses about Children, Youth, and Young 
Adults occurred in March and July. An increase in focus on Elderly and communities experiencing 
poverty and homelessness was also seen in July. While the elderly were typically mentioned in 
2% of responses and people experiencing homelessness or poverty were typically mentioned in 
approximately 3% of responses these populations were mentioned in 5% and 14.3% of responses 
respectively.  A complete table and graph of the time analysis results can be seen in the 
appendix. Other than the global change in November, no other drastic differences from the total 
results were seen in October or November. 
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Challenges and Limitations of the Study 
 

The Mission First! survey project had a few limitations in design and implementation. Question 2 
presented a unique challenge in that responses were often abstract and commonly included a list 
of terms instead of a sentence. Lists of words and abstract phrases were difficult to interpret and 
were unable to be systematically coded. Instead, a traditional qualitative analysis was used to 
find trends in Question 2 responses. The main challenge was a desire to welcome unique short 
answers to each question, which limited the analysis options and required us to categorize and 
find meaning in responses. 

 
The MFIT was interested in frequencies of responses and comparing demographic information to 
responses. Ideally, a ranking style questionnaire could have been used to more accurately 
categorize responses. Survey respondents could have answered each of the three questions then 
concluded by selecting and ranking top mission categories. These categories could have been 
designed through early gatherings or a focus group with the Mission Council to identify 10-15 top 
mission categories. An “other” option could be used to encompass any responses not included. 

 
In addition, the Mission First Gatherings were designed in a focus group fashion. Group members 
discussed how their churches and regions participate in mission and where they could expand. 
During the process, participants filled out the survey. This resulted in many similar responses 
within the same gathering. As a result, individuals may not have expressed their individual 
thoughts. A future survey could be completed before the discussion or individually following the 
discussion. If a focus group is desired, a facilitator should lead each small group and find 
consensus within the group for each question. 
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Next Step in the Process – Mission Council 
 
 

Over 2,600 Disciples have spoken their heart at Mission Gatherings. Information shared by all 
2620 has been tabulated and presented in this report. Now it is your turn as members of the 
Mission Council to answer this question: What is God saying to Disciples through these charts 
and percentages and words? 

 
The General Board of the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) has given the Mission Council the 
following assignments: 

 
Based on the rich learning from the Mission Gatherings, the Mission Council will 
identify one to four key mission directions for shared ministry. 

 
The Mission Council will facilitate communication, connection, and collaboration among 
the ministries of the Church and will encourage the ministries of the Church to develop 
implementation strategies for the key mission directions. 

 
At the Mission Council meeting, December 2-4, 2016, you will worship and pray. You will discuss 
the input from the Mission Gatherings and bring your wisdom and discernment. Once the 
mission directions are identified, you will start to imagine how those directions might play out in 
your ministry contexts. You will join in partnership and begin shaping implementation strategies 
for the key mission directions. 

 
The call to the Church through Mission First! is a call to shared mission. The Mission Gatherings 
have done their part, now it is time for the Mission Council – you - to begin! 

 
 

“We are Disciples of Christ, a movement for wholeness in a fragmented world. 
As part of the one body of Christ, we welcome all to the Lord’s Table 

as God has welcomed us.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

11/30/2016
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Demographic Information 
 

Gender Total Percentage 
Female 1476 56.34% 
Male 830 31.68% 
Agender 1 0.04% 
Transgender/other 4 0.15% 
No Answer 309 11.79% 
Totals 2,620 100% 

 
Age Total Percentage 
0-17 122 4.66% 
18-29 133 5.08% 
30-44 256 9.77% 
45-60 615 23.47% 
61-100 1270 48.47% 
No Answer 224 8.55% 
Totals 2620 100.00% 

 
Race Total Percentage 
Black or African-American 417 15.92% 
White 1704 65.04% 
Hispanic or Latino 103 3.93% 
Native American/First Nations 11 0.42% 
Haitian 4 0.15% 
NAPAD 79 3.02% 

Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander 26 0.99% 
Asian 53 2.02% 

Other (please specify) 56 2.14% 
No Answer 246 9.39% 
Totals 2620 100% 

 
Clergy/Lay Total Percentage 
Lay 1125 42.94% 
Clergy 690 26.34% 
Clergy - 
Retired 18 0.69% 
Elder 31 1.18% 
Deacon 22 0.84% 
Seminarian 5 0.19% 
Other 10 0.38% 
No Answer 719 27.44% 
Totals 2620 100.00% 
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Denominational Demographic Information (Yearbook 2016) 
 
 

Race 
Total 

Membership 
Participating 
Membership 

Black or African-American 12.4% 10.38% 
White 84.24% 85.15% 
Hispanic or Latino 1.88% 2.47% 
Native American/First Nations n/a n/a 
Haitian .78% .89% 
NAPAD .7% 1.11% 
Totals 515,056 314,677 

 
 
 
 
Additions to Final Report 
 
949 new participants added including: 

- 191 April – September 
- 563 October 
- 180 November (154 Post election Nebraska/Kansas Meeting) 

 
November 2016 included a much higher number of globally focused responses (51% vs 13% 
local). January & March 2016 also predominantly global. 
The other categories in October and November reflected earlier totals.  
 
20 new participants ages 0-17 and 45 new participants 18-29, many of which were collected 
through a “virtual” gathering. 
 
42 new NAPAD participants, 27 new Hispanic or Latino participants, and 128 new Black or 
African American participants. 
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Community Responses by Respondent Age: 
 

 
 
 

“Working Together” Responses by Age: 
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Focus Areas & Ways of Being in Mission by Mission First Gathering Date: 
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Location Focus by Mission First Gathering Date: 
 

 
 

Location Focus by Racial and Ethnic Groups: 
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Community by Racial or Ethnic Group: 
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Sample Responses 
*minimal edits made for clarity. Key terms bolded for emphasis. 

 
Location: 

 

Global 
1. Go on an international mission trip, see what [we] see there and bring it back to show others 

and try to improve congregation through mission trips. Go in front of a big crowd of people 
who don't know or care about Jesus and take time to spend some time with a handful of people 
and show them through scripture how great he really is. 

2. wholeness in a fragmented world focus outward   agree to disagree 
3. get out into the world. 
4. Support organizations listed above. "world" think outside of the church walls. 
5. Develop relationships internationally to have/further mission partnerships.    Work on 

improving relationships inside 'clusters' to strengthen network of clergy and relationships across 
Disciples congregations. 

6. Fundraise to go to other countries and do service projects in places where poverty is all around 
and help them out and tell them God hasn't abandoned you. Visit other continents and receive 
and give ideas or exchange them. 

7. Focus on needs of the world hunger, violence, racism, political unrest, homelessness, poverty, 
healthcare 

8. bread for the world, global ministries focus more resources    redirection on what is new and 
why is it important to the church. 

9. inform our churches in what is happening in the world. focus outwards. 
10. Continue to meet the needs of disaster/hunger relief while making programs more sustainable 

going forward. increase overall intern/missionary/church involvement in Global Ministries. 
11. Mutual accompaniment   -reverse witnesses from our partners abroad and vice versa. 
12. We should do more help for those around the world. We should find resources to reach out to 

the young people that are on the street killing each other and have no hope and not knowing 
God. 

13. Creating spiritual centers of belonging and discovering of vocation. fountains of love and 
connection networked across the globe. 

14. Bringing the Table to the world in order to serve all the needs 
15. While we can do small local things, it may be best to expand our outreach. United we can do so 

much, so I suggest we focus our attention of suffering countries with suffering citizens. One of 
the places might be the Congo. 

16. when we can not, help in prayer for missionaries providing money or collecting necessary 
items for missions. 

17. Sharing our resources and pray for our missionaries and support them. 
18. The church is a community of believers who live more and minister in the world. It becomes the 

role of the church to discover the practical theology as the members interface with the world 
which defines the worshipping communities and defines the nature of the resource to the 
member. 

19. Helping the homeless- food, clothing, shelter Collaborating with other community organizations 
and churches.  Mission trips both here and abroad involve the youth for the future. 

20. Tell people out in the world more about God and that He is the only one that we can depend 
on. 
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Local 
1. "charity at home"- is like a pebble in a pond and will reach out into state and world. Mission 

doing something for other, a job! 
2. I would like to have churches do things in and out of the community. Serve people and help it will 

put new thoughts and feelings in your heart and mind. 
3. Focus on providing basic survival needs for others to fill their bellies so we can feed their souls. 

Respect and foster diversity in our congregations then move out into the community. 
4. Church camps, conferences. Community gardens- feeding and involving the underserved in 

tending the garden. 
5. Least of these ministries- homeless, poverty, children, medically needy Opportunities for 

individuals to participate alongside their congregation and/or local churches of many 
denominations. 

6. We need to find and defend the forgotten people of the community. They will be hard to find 
because even we have forgotten them.    Loving your neighbor is putting God first. 

7. feeding program team up with other small, local churches 
8. Train our youth in the church. Do the things that are right in the community that will help each 

other. 
9. Benevolent offering    mission in your communities. 
10. Contribute more to special day offerings. Complete more mission trips and activities in your 

community. 
11. The neighborhoods- reaching out to youth 
12. Focusing more on coming together to continue making a difference and changing the lives of 

others in our community. 
13. Look for more opportunities- venture out!    what needs to be done in your community. 
14. Plenty of needs at local level. Plenty of willingness to help at local levels challenge: how to hear 

the needs of those without a voice. 
15. social justice responding to crisis national/regional empowering and helping local congregations 

with grass roots mission 
16. Put more emphasis on youth and emphasize compassion and mission. Lessen on national level, 

more in local levels 
17. helping other people who needs help through different programs that we create, is a participation 

fully to God's mission.    easy affecting hear the communities 
18. Create an easy/efficient process of communicating with community around us to hear from them 

their needs and respond to them rather than trying to project our ideas onto them.    Focus less 
on being Disciples and more on being Apostles. Move away from "come and see" and more 
toward "Go and do." 

19. Have worship services where unsheltered/marginal people would feel comfortable, then go out 
and personally invite them, help them come. Discern how to engage secular people in 
neighborhood with relationships and relevant events. 

20. Partnerships with community groups- pooling of resources and energy= greater efficiency and 
focus and adaptability    churches as centers of mission for community 

 
Domestic 

1. -basic needs -clean water US and abroad 
2. Promote domestic and international mission trip opportunities for youth and adults. Train 

leaders to be prepared to organize and help operate domestic and international mission trips. 
3. Help homeless persons throughout our country and the world. Get folks off the street. 
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4. We need to continually emphasize that mission is both an individual activity and a congregational 
activity. With this, we need to also challenge people to be involved in mission. We need to be 
more involved in influencing the passage of legislation that addresses the needs of the poor in the 
US and around the world. 

5. Mission trips- sharing and working with the people where we go in the US and in other parts of 
the world.  Personal relationships. 

6. Eradicating food deserts in the USA through grocery coop knowledge, sponsorship, direction. This 
completes DOC themes of Table, Justice, poverty elimination, racial reconciliation. Community 
development brings wholeness 

7. Becoming a more prominent force nationally working in the area of family homelessness- not just 
in providing hospitality and care, but in working nationally and state wide to affect change in 
systems. Partnering more and more with our denominational neighbors to provide a more 
cohesive and stronger approach to hunger, mental health issues, education, etc. 

8. We are all-inclusive, accepting, and non-judgmental. Focus more on working with other churches 
in the community and combining it nationally. 

9. I think we need mission in our own country. 
10. Pro-reconciliation/anti-racism 2.0- We have to be a voice for reconciliation of all types for all 

people. The conservative church figured out that they could influence politics. We need to join 
them to counter. Unity for the sake of mission. We need more emphasis on the regional church. 
It's the regional manifestation that can have the best impact locally. 

11. Do more to help the veterans in our area/nation.    Work harder to bring our country together. 
12. Building our strong community Develop a money-making domestic industry similar to Habitat 

for Humanity, etc. Get all Disciples physicians together to start a medical car coalition that is 
truly affordable. 

13. Economic issues- push for working families to receive fair pay and adequate benefits so they can 
be active in church.  Local and national increases in mental health funding and infrastructure. 

14. I hate to say it, but political national discourse/activities to alleviate hunger and spread to local 
level. Even with all denominations helping, there is still hunger. 

15. Supporting local churches to provide for those in their communities- continue sharing ideas and 
projects with each other. Providing national group mission opportunities for students and/or 
adults. 

16. Cooperatively remake our name know in the state and nation. How- collective electronic media 
17. people are hungry - poverty seems to be the root of the needs we are trying to meet. addressing 

minimum wage, and other oppressive public policies is part of faithful mission work - not to 
replace feeding and clothing, but working on root causes as well. 

18. So much pain and disenfranchisement in our society (i.e. Trump and even Sanders popularity 
tapping into that.) How can our movement for wholeness begin to knit us back together? Pro- 
reconciliation/anti-racism-offered more broadly through society, playing a larger role on the 
national stage. We have been more conscientious than other denominations about facing racism. 

19. As a church, we can address the challenges for American Muslims of being vilified. We can let the 
Muslim communities know that not all Christians believe as the religious right does a demeaning 
spirit toward all world religions and communities. 

20. Political division of our country 
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Within the Church 
1. “Promote use of "unleashing the Gospel" in the congregations    Provide brief articles on week of 

compassion service for monthly use in congregations.” 
2. Cards need to be sent from deacons and elders to visitors. Each month needs to be assigned to a 

deacon. 
3. Create more outlets/resources for leaders in the church that aren't necessarily clergy. More 

hands-on mission opportunities that unite different people, regions, and ages, but still serve a 
purpose. 

4. Evangelism workshops and financial funds to help youth learn of evangelism. Evangelism 
materials 

5. Race relations. Becoming one church. Refugees. How do we become a positive source in the 
refugee situations? 

6. churches not participating and the political situation 
7. Contact info of mission programs churches are doing to learn more. 
8. Increase spiritual strength. Support mission. Concentrate on discovery of need. Redefine 

structure to work with church as it is today. 
9. focus energy on our church family, neighborhood, our town, and world. pray and listen for the 

Spirit's guidance advocacy for mental health 
10. Expand our Mission all around the world to other nations and focus on children's programs to 

keep our youth attracted to the church. 
11. think about what is needed in your community or where your church is what is lacking to meet 

those needs?  start or partner with other churches to meet those needs involve all members of 
our church but in different ways they are interested in serving share what you are doing to inspire 
others and celebrate 

12. -have a program that is relevant to my church like a support group for cancer survivors. -have a 
program for youth to engage and help out in the community where its relevant to them and 
where they can get something from it as well. Such as community service hours. What convo do 
we need to engage in as a church programming to reach out to our communities' homebound 
(bring the church to them) 

13. Have active Sunday school so each may expand their understanding of scriptures. Vision and 
mission committee to promote participation in the congregation with the community, 
participation in learning God's word and spread of missions. 

14. Invitation to ministries- within the church and community *not tasks/jobs guests rather than 
visitors. 

15. assist ministers develop leadership skills to build relationships (interfaith) increase visibility in 
community. Church leaders nationally come down to local congregation. collaboration- move 
from Silos invest in the youth. finding ways to identify those who are struggling in the 
community. 

16. use our resources available within the church we have an abundance of resources within our 
denomination    give freely pro bono use skill workers 

17. Giving of time personally, not always monetarily. Human touch and contact is needed. Involving 
all ages to allow the church/people to share the joy. 

18. reaching to our youth getting them involved or coming back to church. 
19. including our children and youth in our service/mission/worship- more actively 
20. Idea: Everything starts with the family. Organize campaigns and events that strengthen the unity 

of church members and facilitates entry to those in need or don't want to know God. Volunteer 
as a way to teach, learn and overcoming as human beings. Work to improve weaknesses and 
provide more than material things, but abilities to help us transcend. 
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"Outside of the Church" 
1. Go out into the world and stop wishing people would come into the church building. Be the 

church that offers ways and means to practical action. 
2. Develop ways to assess and meet needs that fully embrace mind, body, and spirit-in and outside 

of worship Equip congregations to speak the language of the de-churched and un-churched to 
help build bridges between church and the world. 

3. Our mission expands exponentially when we partner outside our doors. We need to continue in 
our AR-PR focus, work for justice around incarceration, and children that are devalued. 

4. Get out of buildings partner with other churches learn about others. 
5. being seen as Jesus(child) action do people see us out [in] mission in action 
6. get out of the pews   fill the need then fill the soul    mission to the whole person 
7. focus outside the church    agree to disagree 
8. stay engaged with the least of these    church is outside the four walls 
9. "Go forth"- get outside your church's walls education of people about those needing help. 
10. Operating outside church doors. Better communication of mission projects others are doing. 

Churches focus as co-op 
11. Commit to meeting/greeting the stranger in each of our unique ministry contexts; seeking the 

holy in those on the 'outside' Be in prayerful discernment about how God is already at work in 
our community: learning how we can be a part of it. 

12. Get out of the church walls listen to those we would serve Be humble 
13. Engage our members in hands-on efforts to serve outside the church door. Recognize successful 

missions and support through funding personnel and celebrating those efforts. 
14. Chaplaincy or ministries that commit to unchurched or those in need of pastoral care. Seeing 

mission as more than bringing people in, but helping to be a part of...meeting people where they 
are at. 

15. Get the message of the table outside of the church doors.  Community communion service. 
16. Have a Great Day of Service nationwide where Sunday morning church is dismissed and we go out 

into the community to serve. 
17. Giving beyond our own church walls- going to our community and then out to the world. 
18. Live in community more than in church building. Tear down walls and embrace our neighbors 

locally and throughout the world. 
19. Support organizations listed above.    "world" think outside of the church walls. 

 
Community: 

 

Elderly 
1. Unity Togetherness Authenticity Building up Intergenerational 
2. gardening- teaching how and providing resources for building intergenerational events- 

mentoring old and young 
3. senior adult programs-FELLOWSHIP    pass knowledge on to the young (seniors) 
4. Caregiving for those elderly in our church and to give their individual caregivers a break by visiting 

and spending time. Outreach to children in the local schools who are our most needy in our 
community and work as mentors and tutors to increase their basic skills so that they can become 
more successful in their academics. 

5. I would like to see more given to our local community especially for youth. What about 
remembering other people in nursing homes who never have anyone visit. 
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6. community needs -senior drives -underprivileged children -heat Schools-resources with the 
school or afterschool programs 

7. Community outreach- families, children, adults, seniors Recognizing needs of all communities 
and families 

8. prison ministry senior center shared ministry with other churches after school for latch key kids 
empower individuals find a connection for conversation find your gift and start using it. 

9. mutuality of mission= relationship of giving and receiving extending the open table to interfaith 
dialogues that understand our mission of feast/welcome table of the lord/power in all and 
feeding of the soul in who lends care for children and senior adults. moveable feast- nourish of 
the soul and spirit spiritual wellness for aging congregations-senior ministry. 

10. Elder help and youth getting involved. 
11. Delivering bread and pastries to the seniors weekly and supply snacks for the after school 

programs. 
12. grandchild/grandparent mentoring programs. better cultural awareness of communities/bring 

togetherness about. 
13. Promote multigenerational activities. All ages can appreciate each other's journey in Christ. Fill 

in gaps in US society with hands-on activities. Pass on knowledge. These can be Christ centered. 
14. People serving the needs of people.  Feed the hungry.  Adopt a school.  Visit the lonely, sick, 

elderly, and prisoners. 
15. Communities need to go out and to teach. i.e. nursing homes, jails, etc. These are places for 

outreach ministry. Check on the elders and make sure they are not getting too hot and that 
they have food to eat. 

16. organization for service, help the elderly, transportation, support outreach programs. 
17. home-health-elder family    strengthen the family. 
18. Trails and nursing homes. 
19. Help people to know more about God. Help for the elderly. 
20. Education- teach acceptance, tolerance, empathy, etc. Elder care 

 
People living in poverty or homelessness 

1. Supporting the marginalized, e.g., LGBTQIA, homeless, incarcerated, blacks, Hispanics, lonely, 
elderly, disabled (mental, physical, neurological) 

2. We as Christians should focus our energy on the homeless teens and young adults and find 
housing so they can have a mailing address so they can get jobs and make a life for themselves. 
Second, we should reach out to homebound citizens and help provide guidance from God and 
show our love for all. 

3. I would like to help give to the less fortunate and be able to help them get food or help them find 
a home for their children. I would like to go back to a nursing home so you can listen to their 
stories and let them know that they are free to talk about what they need to talk about. I would 
like to be able to pray with them too. 

4. Provide local churches/groups of churches grants to help feed poor kids during the summer. 
Resource local churches/groups of churches to lead local ecumenical efforts based on helping 
poor/elderly rather than conversation. 

5. nursing homes and jails. take care of homeless. 
6. Sharing Christ with neighbors and the community. Developing programs that focus on the elderly. 

-resources for single parents, homeless, elderly, and ex-felons. 
7. Some common themes we're doing things through the church for the greater good. Also for 

people that are less fortunate and people who feel as if they are broken or outcasts. 
8. Reach out to the needy. Serve at home and abroad. 
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9. Feeding the hungry in the USA and around the world by donations. Homeless- using your 
church or another building during bad weather for shelter. 

10. In places of great need ex. places of natural disasters, areas of high poverty. 
11. Help homeless persons throughout our country and the world. Get folks off the street. 
12. We need to continually emphasize that mission is both an individual activity and a congregational 

activity. With this, we need to also challenge people to be involved in mission. We need to be 
more involved in influencing the passage of legislation that addresses the needs of the poor in the 
US and around the world. 

13. people are hungry - poverty seems to be the root of the needs we are trying to meet. addressing 
minimum wage, and other oppressive public policies is part of faithful mission work - not to 
replace feeding and clothing, but working on root causes as well. 

14. Feeding the hungry and homeless occurs nationwide. DOC already participates. 
15. hunger/poverty care for community-local and global 
16. eliminate hunger in the world. education of people about needs of the community   more help 

for the "Homeless" 
17. More involvement/connection to resolve community challenges: violence, homelessness, food 

deserts, illiteracy, church partnering...maybe even internationally More opportunities for hands- 
on through Week of Compassion or DHM 

18. "Housing 1st"- for homeless here at home and for disaster areas at time of need. Food and 
clothing. 

19. Focus on needs of the world hunger, violence, racism, political unrest, homelessness, poverty, 
healthcare 

20. create resources for congregations to move scripture to action. if we all died then... emphasis: 
eliminate homelessness and hunger 

 
People with disabilities or illness 

1. Actions speak louder than words. Programs; VA, homeless, women, reading, children   Cluster 
meetings, men and women retreats. 

2. Least of these ministries- homeless, poverty, children, medically needy Opportunities for 
individuals to participate alongside their congregation and/or local churches of many 
denominations. 

3. We could do more projects as a youth we could feed the sick/visit or feed and give to the 
homeless. 

4. Delivering meals to elderly/disabled homes especially in rural areas without volunteers. Add 
curb cuts in local communities without wheelchair accessibility. 

5. Provide jobs- rebuilding the family structures-homeless -incarceration-mental health 
Domestic/justice issues resources for eradicating the symptoms of the systems that prevent 
communities from thriving. 

6. Homeless- finding homes    hungry/sick- in need of medical care and food 
7. Community Tables and resources for that to happen in local congregations. Support groups for 

issues- Alzheimer's, mental illness, abuse 
8. Help local charities and organizations. Feed the homeless and help victims of abuse and mental 

disabilities. 
9. Intentionality with persons with disabilities. Honoring the dignity of all people and providing 

basic needs. 
10. Outreach ideas from other cong. 1. HUGS (hats underwear gloves scarves) 2. Love Bags (water, 

snacks, tooth brushes, cough drops) 3. Down Syndrome to church movie night 
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11. More feed the hungry- be it lunches, dinners, breakfast Help the needy (underprivileged) 
handicapped 

12. Counseling type services to give people opportunities to dig deeper into their circumstances as 
well as opportunities to move from their current state to their desired state. 

13. Reach out in love.    Provide for the poor, hungry, ill, and glory of God. 
14. Develop system to meet the unmet needs: hunger, homeless, mentally ill 
15. The housing and poverty crisis in the United States is out of control considering the amount of 

wealth that we control. I feel that DOC should focus energy and resources on solving those issues. 
I also feel that the lack of access and amount of quality mental healthcare is abysmal. I would 
love to see the church advocate for safe and caring places for the mentally ill. 

16. Work with the elderly forgotten in our community. Bring your sick to the Lord by being loving, 
compassionate, and providing assistance in numerous ways. Don't forget the elderly and young 
the least among us. 

17. Mission projects after respite for caregivers of young children, seniors, developmentally disabled 
persons. 

18. More mentors for single parents and children with patience, love, and understanding. Visit the 
sick and elderly and provide whatever help you can. 

19. Ask what people in the community need! Don't assume or guess- it might be companionship, 
playing a game of cards with someone shut in due to physical health, or a senior who misses 
having a younger person in their life. Gift of time and energy spending time and energy outside 
of our own church building. 

20. Mental health   prison reentry of prisoners into society seniors medicine expenses 
 

LGBTQ+ 
1. Reach out to disenfranchised people such as LGBT, prisoners, homeless, and single mothers. 

Provide safe space for sharing disappointments, hopes, and hurts. 
2. We can find areas of mission by asking what people in our community are ashamed of: -poverty - 

mental illness  -addiction  -abuse  -incarceration  -gender/sexuality issues 
3. LGBTQ refugees/martyrs/homeless    More youth conventions/meetings 
4. Communication and networking resources between churches, locally, regionally, nationally, and 

internationally. Inclusion of the least of these, the lost and desperate. -refugees, homeless 
people of different cultures and color, GLTQ community 

5. Places with natural disasters not only right when they happen, but after too. Even when news 
stories stop reporting, places and people still need help. LGBTQ community- finding ways to 
support and stand up for equality in this area. 

6. A wide welcome because most churches are not really diverse or open to LGBTQ, many faith 
traditions.    A proactive movement to bring Jesus' followers together. 

7. open and affirming- really be open and affirming    social justice 
8. interfaith dialogue and hospitality; civil rights (racial ethnic lgbtq) 
9. 1. Acceptance of the LGBTAIQ+ community. Reaching out to this community and putting bias 

aside 2. Outreach to churches close to us so we can collaborate ideas and work together on 
larger projects 

10. Speak out for injustice   Partnering with other churches Partner with community Strengthen our 
Open & affirming stand 

11. Plant new churches.    Make churches safe spaces for LGBT people and families. 
12. Faith showing leaders going to LGBTQA events. Doing more interfaith discussions 
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13. The church should be all encompassing. Whether you're from a different religion, divorced, part 
of the LGBT community. Everyone needs to feel welcomed and accepted. Continue supporting 
the programs offered. 

14. Love everyone no matter their gender, race, sexual identity, or cultural heritage. 
15. Radical acceptance/activism and address injustice- ex. BLM and combating transphobia. 

Interfaith dialogue- the more the merrier. 
16. Hispanic Ministries expansion    LBTQ ministries expansion 
17. Inclusion- race, LGBT, immigrants 
18. young adult LGBT    get to know the "stranger, alien, foreigner" 
19. Identify and include groups of people who have felt historically excluded (unwed parents, gays, 

etc.)    Free childcare ministry. 
20. Supporting the marginalized, e.g., LGBTQIA, homeless, incarcerated, blacks, Hispanics, lonely, 

elderly, disabled (mental, physical, neurological) 
 

Refugees & Immigrants 
1. ESL for immigrant communities #1 ministry to millennials ministry to the disabled/mental 

disabilities 
2. Direct sponsorship of children in developing/underprivileged parts of the world. Develop 

materials and process info to help congregation settle immigrants/refugees 
3. Refugees- greater involvement    More local youth involvement 
4. Prison visitation and re-entry initiatives community redevelopment job fairs profit/non-profits 

Immigration forums 
5. We should focus in on refugees who are fleeing from war. Feed, clothe, and temporarily house 

them until they can return. Provide nutritional support to areas impacted by poverty. Provide 
clean water. 

6. Building safe houses around the world for refugees. Safe houses for homeless locally. 
7. Support those around us in need (refugees, immigrants, homeless), physical presence, taking 

people in, go and see. There are the common themes of our church to have a physical 
connection to mission and service where we are doing something active. One thought about 
this come to mind is that yes these are the common themes, but to look critically and make sure 
these are the best ways that we can work to help those around us and not just help meet our 
needs. 

8. hospitality -refugees, homeless, engage those that are "different" partnering with our local 
community. 

9. -feed needy in home communities -house and assist homeless and refugees 
10. Homeless and refugees- their great need for help and our need to give hospitality. Food 

insecurity- we need to feed physically and spiritually. 
11. Working with homeless and displaced people. Open our churches to other organizations and 

congregations. 
12. Re-entry into a community of people getting out of prison. Childcare for working families. 

Welcoming strangers in our communities (refugees). 
13. refugees-offer aid and housing starving/hungry children- financial aid 
14. We affirm together the gospel's call to wholeness while celebrating the particular mission 

emphases that come from different local contexts. In San Diego, the foci should be 
homelessness, immigration, and the gift of human diversity. 

15. Mental health outreach and linking people to resources. Immigration/detention center 
advocacy. 
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16. Race relations. Becoming one church. Refugees. How do we become a positive source in the 
refugee situations? 

17. Highlighting congregational involvement in refugee resettlement, especially those from Muslim 
countries at this time. National dialog on how our concept of "mission" has evolved over the last 
hundred years and where it is centered today. 

18. Better race relation.    How to be a positive force in refugee crisis. 
19. Helping relocate refugees.    Giving all a chance to serve. 
20. The world's refugee crisis- how can the DOC help alleviate this world-wide problem? needs 

within the communities-food 
 

Children, Youth, & Young Adults 
1. Love, giving focus to the people in need. More mission projects for youth. 
2. Develop mission trips to central America involving our young people. Reach out to the hungry 

and homeless in our community and country. 
3. Feeding girls and educating in third world countries. 
4. Water: for homeless-Flint, MI-World Native American Communities    Empowerment of 

Children/Youth 
5. Start with children- education- Support those trying to get back on their feet. 
6. Creating stability and raising awareness for at-risk youth. Connecting homeless with safe spaces 

and network resources within our communities. 
7. Community involvement-feed homeless and poor children, mentoring, counseling. diversity, 

embrace the fringes. 
8. Community involvement in programs to alleviate poverty and hunger.    Programs to reach at-risk 

children. 
9. Give children in poverty a break from their everyday lives. 
10. Prison ministry and prison reform. When a parent goes to prison- the family also serves the time 

and often children end up in foster care. Encourage members to serve on boards of community 
agencies the help victims of abuse, the homeless, etc. 

11. reach out to the marginalized.  Good people who are put off.    walk for waiting foster care 
12. school age children and hunger issues    simple finance training for the underprivileged 
13. Volunteering at food pantries or other places. Playing with kids at homeless shelters. 
14. Homeless focus    Youth focus. 
15. Those leaving prison- jobs, housing, support    denomination focus on mental health High School 

graduation rates. Stop expelling students, Educate ALL our kids. 
16. mental health and reentry programs mentoring for youth 
17. Outreach to persons and families dissatisfied with fundamentalism. Youth empowerment in 

internal and external service. 
18. We need a greater focus on creating youth and young adults Disciples to continue the work. 

Participating more directly in lobbying and law making in order to eradicate any laws that 
promote hatred. 

19. Grants for youth to continue studying. The Central Church should support the missions of the 
local church. 

20. Expand our Mission all around the world to other nations and focus on children's programs to 
keep our youth attracted to the church. 
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Working Together: 
 

Churches 
1. prison ministry senior center shared ministry with other churches after school for latch key kids 

empower individuals find a connection for conversation find your gift and start using it. 
2. Least of these ministries- homeless, poverty, children, medically needy Opportunities for 

individuals to participate alongside their congregation and/or local churches of many 
denominations. 

3. Work with other churches when possible. Be willing to spend some money on ideas that could 
work for getting teens interested in church and/or activities outside of church. 

4. Supporting local churches to provide for those in their communities- continue sharing ideas and 
projects with each other. Providing national group mission opportunities for students and/or 
adults. 

5. Helping the homeless- food, clothing, shelter Collaborating with other community organizations 
and churches.  Mission trips both here and abroad involve the youth for the future. 

6. collaboration with multiple churches to do more don' reinvent the wheel. make communities 
stronger-invest in youth 

7. Partner with other churches.  Learn from young people- SERVE 
8. develop ways to send young people to seminary    sharing ideas and activities among churches. 
9. 1. Acceptance of the LGBTAIQ+ community. Reaching out to this community and putting bias 

aside 2. Outreach to churches close to us so we can collaborate ideas and work together on 
larger projects 

10. Outreach ideas from other cong. 1. HUGS (hats underwear gloves scarves) 2. Love Bags (water, 
snacks, tooth brushes, cough drops) 3. Down Syndrome to church movie night 

11. More involvement/connection to resolve community challenges: violence, homelessness, food 
deserts, illiteracy, church partnering...maybe even internationally More opportunities for 
hands-on through Week of Compassion or DHM 

12. Churches uniting together in feeding homeless and providing housing. 
13. Partner with other local congregations to join God where He is working. Rapid response to 

disaster relief and serving the homeless. 
14. think about what is needed in your community or where your church is what is lacking to meet 

those needs? start or partner with other churches to meet those needs involve all members of 
our church but in different ways they are interested in serving share what you are doing to inspire 
others and celebrate 

15. Get out of buildings partner with other churches learn about others. 
16. Operating outside church doors.  Better communication of mission projects others are doing. 

Churches focus as co-op 
17. build relationships among Christian Church so that we might collectively take a stance in issues 

relating to mission both locally and globally. Allow the Chalice to become visible at all events. 
18. Serving more people in the community and the world by praying and being faithful to what we 

are doing.    Communication with the neighboring churches. 
19. A collaborative mission effort among area churches for a local mission or global mission initiative. 
20. Have a group in the local churches to help people that have needs. Some people need 

confidentiality. have information on where they can go or places to go for help. If possible keep 
some extra food or can goods at the church for special needs. 
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DOC General Church, Regions, & Congregations 
1. Needs vary from region to region and even community to community. The CC DOC could help us 

to effectively assess needs. Then means of meeting the needs can be developed more locally. 
Encourage cooperative efforts- several congregations, ecumenical work, regional focus. Work 
together! 

2. Regional and national sponsorships for mission trips. Local church sponsorships 
3. assist ministers develop leadership skills to build relationships (interfaith) increase visibility in 

community.  Church leaders nationally come down to local congregation. collaboration- move 
from Silos invest in the youth. finding ways to identify those who are struggling in the 
community. 

4. Focus congregation examples of mission much more in the general church message. 
5. Week of Compassion and Church World Service are always where the need is greatest. They can 

do more when we give individually and as congregations. 
6. Presence in community as to what we really believe and practice from national office down to 

region and to each church. More ecumenical events. 
7. Learn how to try to influence legislators on Christian voters interested in mission. Make clear 

DOC participation with other church groups in disaster ministry. 
8. Keep our close connections with Global Ministries, etc. Keep supporting youth/intern trips so 

that people can gain a world perspective. Raising awareness in service; showing short promo 
videos of non-profits to the congregation. 

9. More hands-on involvement on the congregational level- getting to know your neighbors. More 
political avocation/justice work as denomination and as a region. 

10. Partnerships with other DOC churches to work on mission and service together. Ecumenical 
partnerships to do mission work together. Ask the communities we're providing service to what 
they truly need. Don't assume. 

11. Grants for youth to continue studying. The Central Church should support the missions of the 
local church. 

12. Disciples of Christ move- meant for wholeness. Next steps for new congregations.  Develop 
DOC resources for teaching of entry-level Christianity with adults and children. 

13. Race relations. Becoming one church. Refugees. How do we become a positive source in the 
refugee situations? 

14. Highlighting congregational involvement in refugee resettlement, especially those from Muslim 
countries at this time. National dialog on how our concept of "mission" has evolved over the last 
hundred years and where it is centered today. 

15. More than just feeding or helping the homeless. Help them out together a resume, develop 
interview skills, help in job searches. maybe partnering with homeless shelters in providing 
business attire for interviews. pulling resources together- collaborating with other Disciples 
churches for one same mission. But it's the commitment of each individual church to stick with 
and drive that church to contribute. 

16. Working creatively and persistently against racism and ethnocentricity both within and without 
our church walls. Teaching new ways of being and doing church for starting new congregations 
and revitalizing existing ones. 

17. Something that we could do is bring all the ministries of the church together to raise funds and 
do projects rather than alone. We could make it so that money is dispersed throughout the 
ministries evenly so that all ministries are provided for. 

18. Figuring out how to get Disciples churches within the same area to share resources and shoulder 
projects together in their community.    Defining what wholeness means for the whole church. 
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19. All proceeds from projects go to local charities or Disciples projects. Help people with 
budgeting. 

20. For the General Church to participate more fully in God's mission. Must be done to inform and 
involve and challenge local congregations to support that larger work we can do together with 
their giving. Our Disciples identity statement should be a part of the literacy of every Disciples 
congregation. 

 
Interfaith and Ecumenical Collaboration 

1. Feeding the hungry locally and globally. Building community across all denominations. 
2. Homes for the homeless. Real homes, not places of dread. We can't do this alone, but we can 

combine our efforts with others. Interfaith fellowship should be a part of our denominational 
outreach. 

3. Becoming a more prominent force nationally working in the area of family homelessness- not just 
in providing hospitality and care, but in working nationally and state wide to affect change in 
systems. Partnering more and more with our denominational neighbors to provide a more 
cohesive and stronger approach to hunger, mental health issues, education, etc. 

4. mutuality of mission= relationship of giving and receiving extending the open table to interfaith 
dialogues that understand our mission of feast/welcome table of the lord/power in all and 
feeding of the soul in who lends care for children and senior adults.  moveable feast- nourish of 
the soul and spirit spiritual wellness for aging congregations-senior ministry. 

5. Work with others (not necessarily DOC) on specific projects for communities. Methodist and 
Lutheran neighbor churches joined us to do VBS it was fun and turned out great. Focus was on the 
kids and Christ. 

6. Promote the identity statement! - media campaign Increase inter-faith and ecumenical work- 
collaborate on service. Expand youth camps- break open the white culture of camp that is 
predominant to become hospitable. Work to transform camp to multiracial and multicultural. 

7. practice hospitality- building relationships-diversity- interfaith dialogue-Lord's Table food 
security issues, especially related to children 

8. Have more events to strengthen interfaith relations. Put emphasis on reaching the youth. 
9. interfaith dialogue and hospitality; civil rights (racial ethnic lgbtq) 
10. Faith showing leaders going to LGBTQA events. Doing more interfaith discussions 
11. Radical acceptance/activism and address injustice- ex. BLM and combating transphobia. 

Interfaith dialogue- the more the merrier. 
12. ecumenism- hunger and poverty    serve all!!!!    care for community 
13. That we go outside of our "Christian" boxes we will find that we will share many of the same 

characteristics and challenges. Taking the church outside of the Church walls and recognizing 
relationship as the way to do that. 

14. Renew our energy and passion for ecumenical connections that enable us to work cooperatively 
to reach and serve the marginalized and disenfranchised of our communities. Learn and teach 
simple living so that more resources will be available for serving "the least of these" and solving 
problems of the world. 

15. Ecumenical gatherings and initiatives. Outreach to others regardless of differences spiritual as 
well as physical. 

16. Engage more deeply in faith based community organizing...move out of our comfort zones and 
do both service and get to root issues of social justice. Have community one-to- conversations 
outside the church walls...be in continuous engagement with community not just to create 
another program -but where do we share our life stories.  If faith based community organizing is a 
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priority and taught (train and give the tools) then each church can discern with the most effected 
community members it/they need. 

17. Work more with other churches (of all denom.) to expand and invent larger missions within the 
community. hunger 

18. rather than being denominational, we must be ecumenical in nature to serve others and 
ourselves. Stop focus on growing churches. Being with rowing people so they may become 
whole. 

19. projects that physically carry out God's mission    partner with other denominations to SERVE 
20. Facilitating ministers and churches engage in developing interfaith, interdenom[enational] 

ecumenical relationships in order to decrease duplication, gaps-then HOW to identify needs. 
 

Partnership (& with Organizations) 
1. work cooperatively with other groups which have same mission change priorities as needs 

change (aged/needy) 
2. more fellowship and collaboration 
3. We alone as congregations cannot change the world, but we can change the circumstances in our 

community. We need to partner with others in our community to make [a] difference. We have 
to 'get off our donkey' if we want to help others. 

4. Community building- expanding programs like Xplor and encouraging churches to develop multi- 
gen. programs on a local level. Community building through partnerships and programs that 
bring together denominations and interfaith collaborations- ecumenical 

5. work cooperatively with other groups which have same mission change priorities as needs 
change (aged/needy) 

6. Focus on meeting needs within our communities (homelessness, hunger, etc.) Engage our 
community to work with us (other denominations, businesses, our city governments.) 

7. Churches are hungry for ways to serve those in need that involve relationship, not just writing a 
check. We want to break bread with our homeless neighbors, not drive in to serve them from 
behind a buffet line. We need partners- Disciples can celebrate our identity by serving in 
partnership with ecumenical ministries that may or may not have our name on them. 

8. Working with each other and on other ministries to discover opportunities for service. Develop 
means to discover new opportunities. 

9. community organizing relationship building drawing together providing ecumenical/interfaith 
service learning and reflection. 

10. Stop putting money, time, resources, and energy into the buildings- out all of that into humble, 
open-hearted discernment of how to love our neighbors as ourselves. Find collaborative 
partners wherever you're planted- other faith communities, schools, nonprofits, neighbors, etc. 

11. Join with other groups on various projects, like those with whom we share our building. Initiate 
interaction between divergent groups... 

12. Relational Transformation- rooted in relationship without Christ building relationships with 
other people among faith institutions and others. 

13. Promote collaboration, networking, sharing. Build coalitions! Choose a BIG need to address-- 
God is enormous! God needs our most creative and focused attention on empowering others. 

14. Creating stability and raising awareness for at-risk youth. Connecting homeless with safe spaces 
and network resources within our communities. 

15. working together to ensure that all of God's children have a home, a place where they belong. 
16. Each individual has an effective presence in ministering to community needs. Such great diversity, 

Micah, Family Promise, pantry, Hope Flowers School, etc. Demonstrating unconditional love in 
reaching people at their greatest need. 
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17. Are there ways to meet/talk with local children- listen to others, be welcoming to others in 
restaurants in the community. To be a mentor through programs such as scouts, theatre group, 
music choir groups in local community. 

18. Partner with schools. Help congregations understand the cycles of poverty. 
19. Community focus, attention to migration realities Partnerships, listen to our communities, work 

together for a common goal. 
20. reach out to impoverished communities, those on the margins -local first, then outward. 

partner with well-known agencies/groups (i.e. United Way, etc.) to reach those in need at a local 
level. 

 
Action Focus Area: 

 

Education & Teaching 
1. Teach them how to fish is the work of justice giving them a fish is chatty The table means that 

everyone has a voice at the table which requires training and preparation. What it mean to be a 
people of the table. Training our people to do justice work. Education is a part of our heritage. 
Push for systemic change. The table must bend the arch toward justice. A movement for 
wholeness organize people. What us the win. How do we know when we have reached our goal? 
Training people. We are an emancipation fellowship. Luke 4:18 

2. Gardens for God's children teach about getting ground ready, planting, nurturing, harvesting 
Partnering with other faith traditions. 

3. Continue to meet growing needs of homeless. Green Chalice- more education 
4. More involvement/connection to resolve community challenges: violence, homelessness, food 

deserts, illiteracy, church partnering...maybe even internationally More opportunities for 
hands-on through Week of Compassion or DHM 

5. Becoming a more prominent force nationally working in the area of family homelessness- not just 
in providing hospitality and care, but in working nationally and state wide to affect change in 
systems. Partnering more and more with our denominational neighbors to provide a more 
cohesive and stronger approach to hunger, mental health issues, education, etc. 

6. Disability inclusion beyond ramps & hearing assist devices to include behavior, physical, 
emotional & educational Racial justice with deeper focus on white privilege, criminal justice & 
education 

7. Mission and Learning Centers- one of the issues around short term mission is a lack of educational 
opportunities around issues in communities. Could we set up 6 mission centers- 3 permanent and 
3 that move depending on issues that arise, such as a Ferguson, Mo. These centers will host 
groups to do short term mission as well as involve local community leaders in an educational 
component around the mission. Each mission center is staffed by two recent Disciples college 
graduates, which engages them in work in the church and issues of justice. There is long term 
community engagement, learning and education that missionaries can take back to congregations 
and meaningful work and engagement for recent grads exploring vocation 

8. Serving needy in community -hunger, clothing, shelter, school supplies... (resources for 
community assessments of need.) Financially assisting missionaries and/or child programs in 
other countries = Global missions 

9. Mentoring and tutoring school kids or "adopt a class" Provide regular shifts for meals to homeless 
or women's shelters. 

10. Helping the less fortunate by providing food, services, and housing. Offering training/life 
skills/reintegration counseling to decrease the recidivism. 

11. Start locally- to expand globally. Develop local programs, food pantry, reading programs, etc. 
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12. Feeding and enabling education of those in need. 
13. -embrace the fringes/marginalized people -look for opportunity to serve -help the groups doing 

this service -community involvement- weekly brown bag lunches -school involvement 
14. Feeding girls and educating in third world countries. 
15. Each congregation adopt an inner-city neighborhood or rural community and provide tutoring, 

food for children and adults as well as loving support through counseling. 
16. Focus on children- adopt a school, hunger, backpack lunch 
17. CC(DOC) History- there was a focus on education. Eliminating childhood hunger 
18. Feed and educate girls and women. 
19. Provide a place for men to learn trades and skills to help get them out of their current situations. 

Provide meals to the community. 
20. -necessities -clean water -support organizations that teach trades 

 
Environment/Climate Change 

1. Address climate change by advocating for and educating toward the sacredness of creation and 
the interconnected nature of the created. Help the church think of a 'Christian economics' and 
sustainable community. 

2. Helping the less fortunate with donations of food and other needs or giving them someone to 
pray with and spread the word of God. Clean up the communities. Go around the nearest 
highway or town and freely pick up the environment. 

3. Gardens for God's children teach about getting ground ready, planting, nurturing, harvesting 
Partnering with other faith traditions. 

4. Places with natural disasters not only right when they happen, but after too. Even when news 
stories stop reporting, places and people still need help. LGBTQ community- finding ways to 
support and stand up for equality in this area. 

5. Learn how to try to influence legislators on Christian voters interested in mission. Make clear 
DOC participation with other church groups in disaster ministry. 

6. Address climate change by advocating for and educating toward the sacredness of creation and 
the interconnected nature of the created. Help the church think of a 'Christian economics' and 
sustainable community. 

7. Water: for homeless-Flint, MI-World Native American Communities Empowerment of 
Children/Youth 

8. Economic Justice    Environmental justice 
9. Environmental issues    Political gridlock. 
10. sustainable food and water sources worldwide. community gardens in open spaces, clean water 

supply    teach and share love and compassion in action with all 
11. Churches should develop a mission identity project that links it to the needs of its neighborhood. 

If we don't address energy efficiency and climate change, we will no longer have a planet to 
stand on. 

12. Care for youth and young adults.  Care for environment and climate. 
13. Adopt a mile (HIV). no litter on the street. 
14. Addiction    Creation care. 
15. We are good at talking about "them" being welcome here. How are we at bringing that welcome 

(radically inclusive love) out from our buildings into the community? This needs to be a focus. 
Climate change is THE moral issue of our time. This needs to be the primary 
mission/service/justice issue we address. 

16. Environmental Service    Being more inclusive, get involved in the community. 
17. Match needs and abundance. Waste not. Become a Green Chalice congregation. 
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18. Loving God and loving one another by simple acts of listening, spending time with each other, and 
touch.    Restoring God's creation by taking care of the earth. 

19. Climate change and sustainability. 
20. Environmental issues    Political gridlock. 

 
Justice & Peace 

1. open and affirming- really be open and affirming    social justice 
2. Provide jobs- rebuilding the family structures-homeless -incarceration-mental health 

Domestic/justice issues resources for eradicating the symptoms of the systems that prevent 
communities from thriving. 

3. Reaching out to the addicts. Creation care Justice Food supply 
4. Places with natural disasters not only right when they happen, but after too. Even when news 

stories stop reporting, places and people still need help. LGBTQ community- finding ways to 
support and stand up for equality in this area. 

5. Economic Justice    Environmental justice 
6. Providing services and advocating for the homeless by helping start food banks in local 

congregations or providing a safe space for people to stay. Less physical and more 
emotional/social services. 

7. -Social justices  -inclusive  -unity  -respect  -food insecurities -homeless 
8. feed the belly- (provide life's essential needs) feed the soul Love yourself- love your neighbor- 

love the world.    Love is the key to bring Peace. 
9. Eradicating food deserts in the USA through grocery coop knowledge, sponsorship, direction. 

This completes DOC themes of Table, Justice, poverty elimination, racial reconciliation 
Community development brings wholeness 

10. We are called to focus on energy and resources to social justice as it relates to race relations, 
economic equality, and gender inequality. We are commanded to have from our comfort zones to 
follow Christ's teachings to feed the hungry. 

11. model and preach God's true love to ALL and intentionally seek ways to identify others different 
than ourselves and build relationship in love, and be peace makers in our communities and in the 
world. Eliminate hunger our communities and in the world. 

12. collaboration- regional participation -feeding -justice focus on personal care and compassion - 
giving the basics 

13. reminding us that our personal needs are not always the greatest need- nor the ministries to 
which God is calling us. Food injustice and homelessness 

14. Hunger Cross-cultural experience peace/justice- resources for the marginalized 
15. Hunger Justice 
16. work toward justice economically (living wage, end food deserts, etc.) 
17. Trafficking and hunger. 
18. Hunger issues Justice for All (many aspects) 
19. 1. Disciples identity--What is unique about the CC(DOC) that empowers us to mediate Christ's 

desire that we may all be one? Emphasize ways we as the Church, the people of God, can 
advocate for racial and economic justice. Develop action plans to encourage congregations to 
form relationships with people of ALL faiths. Because we are ALL children of God we are called to 
find our similarities, which are greater than our differences. 

20. bring together churches that are diverse- economically. ethnically, socially- to understand that 
which unites us stronger than that which seems to divide us. Explore how as partners we can 
make each other stronger. Speak out for social justice, welcome and economic injustice, poverty 
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Food/Hunger and Addressing Poverty (& Other Needs) 
1. If we work on proreconciliation and anti-racism we can begin to eliminate the need for shelter 

and feeding the poor. Commitment to inclusivity. The church needs to take the lead to help the 
countries dismantle racism. 

2. Focus on needs of the world hunger, violence, racism, political unrest, homelessness, poverty, 
healthcare 

3. Communities need to go out and to teach. i.e. nursing homes, jails, etc. These are places for 
outreach ministry. Check on the elders and make sure they are not getting too hot and that 
they have food to eat. 

4. Commit to speaking about mission in the framework of our faith from our pulpits and on every 
day. Agree that we need to raise up those who are economically disadvantaged-homeless, poor, 
hungry, displaced- and to raise in circumstance and not just spirit. 

5. Go into our communities to share God's grace- his forgiveness, love, inclusive, food, shelter, 
clothing, resources.    Be God's witness in the world. 

6. create resources for congregations to move scripture to action. if we all died then... emphasis: 
eliminate homelessness and hunger 

7. Let people know who Disciples are. Be known as the denomination that:  1. helps stop out 
hunger 2. collects 1 million coats or blankets to show Christ warmth to those who are cold. 

8. Reconsider the value of maintaining buildings and use those resources to seek the lost, lonely, 
hungry, and hurting and minister to their needs both tangible and spiritually. 

9. Helping the homeless- food, clothing, shelter Collaborating with other community organizations 
and churches.  Mission trips both here and abroad involve the youth for the future. 

10. Have a group in the local churches to help people that have needs. Some people need 
confidentiality. have information on where they can go or places to go for help. If possible keep 
some extra food or can goods at the church for special needs. 

11. clothes closet and give away or swap more home meals associate with different churches 
12. feeding program team up with other small, local churches 
13. There is definitely a theme in our group of serving the needy in our community through food, 

pantries, serving food to the homeless/needy, coming together as a body to take care of those 
struggling or needy. Working with other bodies of Christ coming together to serve our 
community that we can't do by ourselves. 

14. Continue to meet the needs of disaster/hunger relief while making programs more sustainable 
going forward. increase overall intern/missionary/church involvement in Global Ministries. 

15. ecumenism- hunger and poverty    serve all!!!!    care for community 
16. Food and shelter: distribution of resources. Innovation in reaching into far corners. Relationship 

in far corners.   Safety: understanding, compassion, connection.  Walk a mile in another’s shoes. 
17. Link up with local food pantries, health care centers, other local outreach/missions. Prepared 

meals for those who live in motels/hotels. 
18. Contact local schools to see how we can partner with them.    Social entrepreneurship community 

kitchen 
19. Focus on our neighborhood needs- food, clothing, shelter or with Crosslines, food pantry and 

care for homeless.    Outreach to neighborhood schools and work with their PTA 
20. Food bank- provide volunteers Phoenix House- collect necessities for the youth Madagascar 

project- collect money and school supplies to send 
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Anti-Racism & Reconciliation 
1. Let go of pseudo-norms that control, hold the church hostage Connect with current, existing 

activist organizations You can't say we are an anti-racist, pro-reconciliation church and only 
have one person working on it. 

2. Working creatively and persistently against racism and ethnocentricity both within and without 
our church walls. Teaching new ways of being and doing church for starting new congregations 
and revitalizing existing ones. 

3. Promote the identity statement! - media campaign Increase inter-faith and ecumenical work- 
collaborate on service. Expand youth camps- break open the white culture of camp that is 
predominant to become hospitable. Work to transform camp to multiracial and multicultural. 

4. Focus on providing basic survival needs for others to fill their bellies so we can feed their souls. 
Respect and foster diversity in our congregations then move out into the community. 

5. Holiness, wholeness, mission, racial division 
6. A wide welcome because most churches are not really diverse or open to LGBTQ, many faith 

traditions.    A proactive movement to bring Jesus' followers together. 
7. Joint meetings with disciples of different ethnic and racial groups. Search for ways our giving 

hands to reach across the globe. 
8. Authentic multicultural worship. Put resources to bringing churches with diverse cultures 

together. 
9. increase knowledge of week of compassion reconciliation   race issues 
10. 1. As a church, we can address the challenges for American Muslims of being vilified. We can let 

the Muslim communities know that not all Christians believe as the religious right does a 
demeaning spirit toward all world religions and communities. 

11. Teaching the whole body to edify disciples for mission. Continue our anti-racism work so that we 
may be truly multicultural and global. 

12. How can we be a movement for wholeness when we meet at the same time black/white in 
different assembly. 

13. Combine the work and resources of Reconciliation, GLAD, DJAN, NAPAD, La Obra Hispana, and 
Convocation to truly be one in our welcome of all, one in our ministry with all. Be a whole 
church. -united in ethnicities, races, genders, languages, sexual orientations, gender identities, 
etc...  -listening to all our neighbors, their needs and offerings. 

14. Receptive to Diversity Everybody comes together as a whole. 
15. Pro-reconciliation/anti-racism 2.0- We have to be a voice for reconciliation of all types for all 

people. The conservative church figured out that they could influence politics. We need to join 
them to counter. Unity for the sake of mission. We need more emphasis on the regional church. 
It's the regional manifestation that can have the best impact locally. 

16. dissolve the Hispanic and African American associations within our denominations- open our 
doors to our churches and listen to them! 

17. Racial relations.    Promoting openness in individual congregations. 
18. Unity in diversity. United in Christ to serve ALL. 
19. General Church needs to ensure that all training material is translated into the minority's 

languages. 
20. Reconciliation- mutual respect Encouraging gathering of clergy, parish people, law enforcement 

from all racial and cultural sectors of the community. 
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Evangelism (Promotion of the Church & Teaching others about God) 
1. Evangelism workshops and financial funds to help youth learn of evangelism. Evangelism 

materials 
2. reaching to our youth getting them involved or coming back to church. 
3. Strive to empower and fund churches that are focused on 'spiritual refugees'- serving groups of 

people who find Christianity to be unhelpful, irrelevant, or not open. The church as it is 
unsustainable- let's be brave and trust God! 

4. Serving more people in the community and the world by praying and being faithful to what we 
are doing.    Communication with the neighboring churches. 

5. We persons are God's children. Work with people that are being abused.    Work together- 
sharing the Lord's gospel through service to others in our communities. 

6. Invite people to church 
7. Open to all opportunities to share the love of God's world. Overcome biases. More daily use of 

our facilities- scouts, AA, theatre groups, etc. 
8. As we help others, that we also teach them to believe in the Power of God to be able to 

accomplish all that God has set forth for their lives. collaboration/cooperation 
9. By taking the time to work with them. By inviting them to come to church on Sunday. 
10. Allowing each congregation to share more of what they do and celebrate those things, not in a 

boastful way, but providing ideas to others. 
11. Share successful community service programs so the smaller churches can look at best practices 

and not start at the beginning. Provide off the shelf Bible literacy program for youth and adults 
for non-churches. 

12. Disciples of Christ move- meant for wholeness. Next steps for new congregations.  Develop 
DOC resources for teaching of entry-level Christianity with adults and children. 

13. expand the congregation    concerts and storytelling 
14. Workshops about evangelism Create a regional evangelism committee. 
15. Welcome cards to visitors from deacons and elders. -open to all to worship by us. -All invited to 

participate in the Lord's Supper.  -let people know who Disciples are. 
16. Expand the need/love around our church to identify ourselves as DOC outside our community. 

Making a difference from our doorsteps. 
17. Engage media opportunities on a national level to give exposure to who we are. We need to 

learn how to present ourselves as Christians with a Christian solution. 
18. Disciples Mission Fund Jesus died for us. Tell neighbors about Christ. Missionary work in other 

countries. 
19. The church is a community of believers who live more and minister in the world. It becomes the 

role of the church to discover the practical theology as the members interface with the world 
which defines the worshipping communities and defines the nature of the resource to the 
member. 

20. Go make Disciples-new churches    Spread the word 
 
Type of Church Engagement & Ways of Being in Mission: 

 

Be Present 
1. Sit with others who are different than us and address needs. Think outside the box- reach out in 

new ways. 
2. Empowerment and self-sufficiency through housing, education, and support. Lift people up- 

mind, body, spirit 
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3. Offer hope through physical support and spiritual support by allowing the leaving of fear. Focus 
on literacy and education. 

4. Loving God and loving one another by simple acts of listening, spending time with each other, 
and touch.    Restoring God's creation by taking care of the earth. 

5. Address current national issues directly and openly. Be an advocate not a reactionist. 
6. Get involved in social projects/justice.    Work on one on one interaction-personally get involved. 
7. I would like to help give to the less fortunate and be able to help them get food or help them find 

a home for their children. I would like to go back to a nursing home so you can listen to their 
stories and let them know that they are free to talk about what they need to talk about. I would 
like to be able to pray with them too. 

8. Feeding the hungry- multiply the loaves. Aiding in disaster relief- our presence there. 
9. Anytime there's trouble, take the opportunity to help even if it's a little thing. Being a good 

Samaritan.    Sharing with people and not giving up on people, but show love. 
10. We are all His people and He has given us life. We must give time and efforts to help mankind. 
11. Better communication with people show the love of God in our lives. 
12. Spread the word of God in random places. Talk with others to understand their point of view. 
13. Build relationships and promote unity. 
14. When I think in my church I feel happy. We need to work with love and put in practice what we 

learn.    We need to work with the youth more and more.    Conferences for families 
15. Deal with children- they are the future. We should always prepare for the continual of God's 

word. Make yourself available. 
16. The nursing home- elderly people always really appreciate the visits A place to help people with 

mental disabilities. 
17. 1. Presence 2. Mutuality 3. Solidarity 4. Service 
18. Being visible in the community in the lives of the people. 
19. Get people of the church more involved in the community and keep the church more visible. 

Reaching out to members hat have not been to church. 
20. Lean on Me! 

 
Learning FROM or Understanding Others 

1. Churches who have strong mission activities could mentor congregations who want to bring that 
to their own community. Invite volunteers to participate hands on. Training needed so that 
conversations are sensitive to issues; LISTEN to stories. 

2. We can find areas of mission by asking what people in our community are ashamed of: -poverty - 
mental illness  -addiction  -abuse  -incarceration  -gender/sexuality issues 

3. A place on the website to share ideas for ministry. Have ideas/posters at regional/area 
meetings of successful ministries. 

4. Identifying more fully the ways in which our world is fragmented- asking the tough questions 
Connect with more organizations and missions who can continue to broaden our vision of 
wholeness. 

5. Educate people about needs and how to meet them. (and how to recognize those in need.) 
6. Continue to work with people. Build relationships. Listen to voiced needs and ideas for solutions. 

Connect people. Initiate action. 
7. child hunger! Church structures research of where needs are in communities and pass those on 

to the congregation. Utilize building to host families. Be curious instead of judgmental. 
8. Engage more deeply in faith based community organizing...move out of our comfort zones and do 

both service and get to root issues of social justice. Have community one-to-[one] conversations 
outside the church walls...be in continuous engagement with community not just to create 
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another program -but where do we share our life stories. If faith based community organizing is a 
priority and taught (train and give the tools) then each church can discern with the most effected 
community members it/they need. 

9. Listen to the needs of the community around us and partner with others to solve these needs. 
Inform the community of opportunities to serve others. 

10. Encourage and enable gatherings of diverse individuals to discuss differences, explain positions, 
explain concerns, explain needs, and suggest solutions. 

11. Have meetings of groups to discuss diversity and solutions to the differences. 
12. Find a way to share stories of need, struggle, meeting needs. 
13. Listen to our context to see what is needed- let those with ears and eyes Be willing to transform 

so that we can participate in word becoming flesh. 
14. Reaching out not necessarily in physical labor, but also in conversation; breaking down barriers to 

create a more understanding, accepting society. 
15. More hands-on involvement on the congregational level- getting to know your neighbors. 

More political avocation/justice work as denomination and as a region. 
16. Renew our energy and passion for ecumenical connections that enable us to work cooperatively 

to reach and serve the marginalized and disenfranchised of our communities. Learn and teach 
simple living so that more resources will be available for serving "the least of these" and solving 
problems of the world. 

17. Become more self-aware of the population in our area (know of we are reaching out to). Be 
more connection with programs and services in local areas to work with them. 

18. Movement for wholeness mixed race study groups so we get to know each other better and live 
out the gospel in love and understanding. 

19. Better communication among congregations. Learn more about people you're ministering to- 
more acceptance. 

20. We need a heart full of love and a heart with the willingness to hear others so we can understand 
their drugs problems and not to judge. 

 
Mission Trips 

1. Mission and Learning Centers- one of the issues around short term mission is a lack of educational 
opportunities around issues in communities. Could we set up 6 mission centers- 3 permanent and 
3 that move depending on issues that arise, such as a Ferguson, Mo. These centers will host 
groups to do short term mission as well as involve local community leaders in an educational 
component around the mission. Each mission center is staffed by two recent Disciples college 
graduates, which engages them in work in the church and issues of justice. There is long term 
community engagement, learning and education that missionaries can take back to congregations 
and meaningful work and engagement for recent grads exploring vocation 

2. Central source of information on community projects central clearing house for mission trips- 
matching up the available workers with the need for volunteer workers 

3. Feeding programs are a common theme. Acknowledging that successful administration is very 
important! Important that people are clear on where their money is going and feeling 
relationship with that.  Relationships- missionary trips/ visits 

4. Keep our close connections with Global Ministries, etc. Keep supporting youth/intern trips so 
that people can gain a world perspective. Raising awareness in service; showing short promo 
videos of non-profits to the congregation. 

5. More funding for our mission trips. 
6. Youth development through mission trips. Scholarships Black Lives Matter 
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7. Helping the homeless- food, clothing, shelter. Collaborating with other community organizations 
and churches.  Mission trips both here and abroad involve the youth for the future. 

8. Hospitality, feeding    More work trips to places like central America 
9. Go on an international mission trip, see what [we] see there and bring it back to show others and 

try to improve congregation through mission trips. Go in front of a big crowd of people who 
don't know or care about Jesus and take time to spend some time with a handful of people and 
show them through scripture how great he really is. 

10. More mission trips. Spreads the word of God throughout the US into people who might not know. 
CRY! 

11. Inter-region mission trips to see and hear about other church's ongoing missions or join others. 
12. Promote domestic and international mission trip opportunities for youth and adults. Train 

leaders to be prepared to organize and help operate domestic and international mission trips. 
13. We should go on more youth mission trips as a whole. Do more community service. 
14. building up vision of doing mission in youth and adult 'mission trips' work camps. Have this info 

online to see what is it that they can do. 
15. Maybe have larger mission trips in areas that are in nee of Christ- like behavior. Work with 

people no matter where they are. 
16. Mission giving locally and world-wide (Week of Compassion) Mission Trips- New Orleans, etc. 
17. week long mission trip get moving 
18. Regional and national sponsorships for mission trips. Local church sponsorships 
19. Mission trips- sharing and working with the people where we go in the US and in other parts of 

the world. Personal relationships. 
20. concentrate and act upon the needs of home (all around the us) putting these into perspective 

order then we are better able to reach out to other countries. missionary trips within the 
borders of the country. 

 
Needs Assessment 

1. Most people will help if they see a need. Educate people where needs are. Reach out to people 
who need a connection (in family, caring, love). 

2. -Listeners to hear the needs -address those needs as best we can as a denomination -feed the 
hungry- less government involvement   -clothing for the needy -professionals to serve outside 
their 'job' but within their profession ex. doctors -learn how to share our faith and share our story 

3. become more aware of needs around us. Hunger and poverty fair trade, care for community 
local and globally 

4. mentoring youth-hosting community youth who identify community needs sponsoring therapist 
who presents in a variety of topics for all years host kitchen 

5. Reach out to the needs of our own congregation. Hungry within our congregation. 
6. Participate in or hold community events to share God's love and increase church's footprint. 

Search needs in community and provide. 
7. We are more alike that different-basic needs- food, shelter, love What is the need in the locale? 

Discover resources that will satisfy need. The work that is to be done should build relationship 
and be a reflection of God's love. 

8. Be a visual presence in the community, as a non-judgmental place. Offer locations for support 
groups such as AA to hold meetings. Have members on hand to talk to and pray with those who 
are struggling. Spend time within the community. Find a need that is not being met, and 
provide. For example, there are several outreach programs that provide food and clothes. There 
are not many that provide personal hygiene products or cleaning supplies. 
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9. Examine and respond to needs and opportunities as expressed by your community, both 
Christian and general. 

10. Identify the needs. Talk to the people of the world without scaring the crap out of them. 
11. go out in community let them know about us and find out what they need 
12. Needs vary from region to region and even community to community. The CC DOC could help us 

to effectively assess needs. Then means of meeting the needs can be developed more locally. 
Encourage cooperative efforts- several congregations, ecumenical work, regional focus. Work 
together! 

13. think about what is needed in your community or where your church is what is lacking to meet 
those needs?  start or partner with other churches to meet those needs involve all members of 
our church but in different ways they are interested in serving share what you are doing to inspire 
others and celebrate 

14. listen more to find out what is needed. work with other groups to accomplish out goals of 
missions. 

15. assist ministers develop leadership skills to build relationships (interfaith) increase visibility in 
community. Church leaders nationally come down to local congregation. collaboration- move 
from silos invest in the youth. finding ways to identify those who are struggling in the 
community. 

16. Facilitating ministers and churches engage in developing interfaith, interdenom., ecumenical 
relationships in order to decrease duplication, gaps-then HOW to identify needs. 

17. Local partnerships    Responding to needs anywhere when and where they come out 
18. Share what is going on in the world with local churches. Speak up if you see a need. 
19. I find our congregation pitches in more for local projects than national ones. How to organize, 

how to find target audience to do the work, and those who will receive. 
20. Staying aware of needs in the world. 

 
Reaching Out/ Outreach 

1. Food, water, outreach to the countries where people go without all over the world. Few people 
in general public know who we are and what we believe in. 

2. "Go forth"- get outside your church's walls    education of people about those needing help. 
3. inform our churches in what is happening in the world. focus outwards. 
4. Reaching out to the addicts. Creation care Justice Food supply 
5. To go to where the people are. To be in the community, to be involved in ecumenical areas, join 

pantries in mission, in peace and justice. Economic justice. 
6. Helping with the disasters.    Outreach ministry for the homeless 
7. Outreach for sex trafficking and sexual exploitation.  ex. strip club outreach. Re-entry and 

reunification. 
8. Communities need to go out and to teach. i.e. nursing homes, jails, etc. These are places for 

outreach ministry. Check on the elders and make sure they are not getting too hot and that 
they have food to eat. 

9. Focus on our neighborhood needs- food, clothing, shelter or with Crosslines, food pantry and care 
for homeless.    Outreach to neighborhood schools and work with their PTA 

10. Create a "help van" to bring food and toiletries to those on the fringe- where ever they are. 
Along the same lines- provide transportation to and from social and health services. 

11. Doesn't have to be big, expensive, lots of people. Keep simple 'KISS'. Offer roadside gifts of food, 
prayer, and communion. 

1. food provision 2. support the outreach offerings 3. building community through faith with other 
denominations 
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12. Homelessness: bags for people to keep in their cars to help someone on the street community 
gardens    5th Sunday community outreach 

13. Pay it forward- chain reaction    food, help for each other and those outside the church 
14. Reach out to more and more people in need of hope, in need of God; share the good news of 

Jesus Christ and his love.    Put others needs before your needs as Jesus would do. 
15. Outreach ideas from other cong. 1. HUGS (hats underwear gloves scarves) 2. Love Bags (water, 

snacks, tooth brushes, cough drops) 3. Down Syndrome to church movie night 
16. Outreach extending love and meeting needs. Focus on Youth/young adult. We need all 

generations engaged and growing in God's grace and developing disciples.  Mentoring programs. 
17. Focus on providing basic survival needs for others to fill their bellies so we can feed their souls. 

Respect and foster diversity in our congregations then move out into the community. 
18. -change -outreach -community -relationships -unity -get out of the building 
19. Continue our work in anti-racism. All communities of people. Reach out to help ALL in need. 

Cast out fear with the love of God. 
20. Teaching children about God and get involved in our communities. 

 
Welcoming, Being open 

1. Feeding the hungry in the USA and around the world by donations. Homeless- using your 
church or another building during bad weather for shelter. 

2. -Social justices  -inclusive  -unity  -respect  -food insecurities -homeless 
3. Speak out for injustice   Partnering with other churches Partner with community Strengthen our 

Open & affirming stand 
4. Justice ministry    Welcome ministry to the Lord's table in worship and serving tables. 
5. If we work on proreconciliation and anti-racism we can begin to eliminate the need for shelter 

and feeding the poor. Commitment to inclusivity. The church needs to take the lead to help the 
countries dismantle racism. 

6. Hunger aid. Hospitality. 
7. Inviting people to church/telling them about Jesus. Serve people/give them things they need, 

but don't have. 
8. Re-entry into a community of people getting out of prison. Childcare for working families. 

Welcoming strangers in our communities (refugees). 
9. Present a welcome community. Idea to congregation share clothing and invite all to come.   Have 

a homeless day-food and clothes. 
10. Helping those who are struggling in their lives. Welcome everyone and be more willing to 

embrace others. 
11. dissolve the Hispanic and African American associations within our denominations- open our 

doors to our churches and listen to them! 
12. Racial relations.    Promoting openness in individual congregations. 
13. Inclusion- race, LGBT, immigrants 
14. Remember those that don't look like the majority incorporating more diversity. Be open. 
15. All means ALL. All are welcome at this place. Open our doors to all people. Let people know that 

we still love them. 
16. Stress open table- ecumenism with others    Welcome is not necessarily good hospitality. 
17. The church should be all encompassing. Whether you're from a different religion, divorced, part 

of the LGBT community. Everyone needs to feel welcomed and accepted. Continue supporting 
the programs offered. 

18. That we should slaughter our chickens to welcome those new to our community, and allow 
chickens to be slaughtered to welcome us into their community 
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19. Fragmented is a given.  One body.  Welcome all. 
20. Making a larger community feel welcome. Making group feel welcome that might not be as 

active in the church community. 
Time/Skills/Our Resources 

1. Build up the team of staffed reconcilers that reaches out to regions and teaches intersectional 
justice. 

2. We are all His people and He has given us life. We must give time and efforts to help mankind. 
3. More than just feeding or helping the homeless. Help them out together a resume, develop 

interview skills, help in job searches. maybe partnering with homeless shelters in providing 
business attire for interviews. pulling resources together- collaborating with other Disciples 
churches for one same mission. But it's the commitment of each individual church to stick with 
and drive that church to contribute. 

4. Provide resources to local schools. Spend more time in God's church. 
5. Building homes here and abroad.    Teaching how-to classes 
6. If one educated person teaches one uneducated person, our communities would begin to 

flourish.    Donate books- reading is fundamental to all. 
7. Through music. 
8. Adopt a mile (HIV).    no litter on the street. 
9. various forms of oppression- racism, sexism, etc. 2. Prayer is one of our most unused/often 

overlooked resources. Hold times of prayer for specific forms of oppression. 3. The ways in which 
people are unequally treated. We sometimes assume that people are in specific situations of their 
own making, not realizing that we do not all have the same opportunities. 

10. Offer organizations 101 trainings that help communities to understand their context. Anti- 
racism/anti-oppression 

11. Mental health outreach and linking people to resources. Immigration/detention center 
advocacy. 

12. Provide jobs- rebuilding the family structures-homeless -incarceration-mental health 
Domestic/justice issues resources for eradicating the symptoms of the systems that prevent 
communities from thriving. 

13. Deeper engagement in ecumenical mission and justice work of Canadian churches to make these 
resources available to local congregations. Share resources of Global Ministries Board with local 
congregations 

14. Explore reconciliation in communities.    Commit more resources to social justice 
15. No one should go hungry. Comprehensive work to eliminate hunger from individual to corporate 

gifts, food harvesting from restaurants, policy changes, etc. Make good use of social media. 
How do we get things organized and get going. 

16. Acceptance/understanding Pooling our resources and work jointly with other disciple 
congregations so that we have a greater opportunity to serve. 

17. Coming together, pool resources, to meet the needs of a community. Congregations should all 
have a referral/resources guide. Building relationships/partnerships 

18. Having general and regional bodies be retooled to resource congregations for mission. Have a 
greater, organized effort in planting new churches.   It is not done well at this time. 

19. Partnership  sharing resources prayer 
20. Do more volunteer work. Spread the love and joy that Jesus brings to your life. 
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Financial Support 
1. Creating community- hunger, etc. people's needs.  Micro-grants to help people develop skills. 
2. WOC- what do our people at "ground zero" do for/with those in crisis?    can we put more money 

toward working/teaching people to help selves 
3. Economic issues- push for working families to receive fair pay and adequate benefits so they can 

be active in church. Local and national increases in mental health funding and infrastructure. 
4. Food bank- provide volunteers Phoenix House- collect necessities for the youth Madagascar 

project- collect money and school supplies to send 
5. refugees-offer aid and housing starving/hungry children- financial aid 
6. caring for one another: food, clothes, financial help, etc. 
7. week of compassion- more funding feed the hungry at home and world wide 
8. school age children and hunger issues    simple finance training for the underprivileged 
9. bread, sweet potatoes    Cascada   charity 
10. Employment, Medical care, Finance, transportation. 
11. Sustained ministerial leader, financially. Support the spread of the gospel. revival- worship, 

mission, witness 
12. Work with other churches when possible. Be willing to spend some money on ideas that could 

work for getting teens interested in church and/or activities outside of church. 
13. Continuous effort in constant care, service, community giving and assistance. 
14. All proceeds from projects go to local charities or Disciples projects. Help people with 

budgeting. 
15. ESL Free General church grants for regions and local congregations to do mission. 
16. Ecumenism- live one example of unity within diversity intentional connections with other faith 

traditions. Show concrete examples of our funds in action- show the impact of our actions 
17. use the skills that we have within us. Find ways to cost effective and still get the job done. 
18. Have someone speak (educate needs, etc.) to encourage offerings to outreach needs- use at least 

2 Sundays for this. 
19. Stronger support for special day offerings. 
20. Serving needy in community -hunger, clothing, shelter, school supplies... (resources for 

community assessments of need.) Financially assisting missionaries and/or child programs in 
other countries = Global missions 
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Regional Word Clouds 
 

Alabama-Northwest Florida: Regional Assembly + Regional Convocation (73 total responses) 

 
 

Arizona: 2 Special Regional Gatherings (43 total responses) 

 
 

California-Northern Nevada (38 total responses) 
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Canada (50 total responses) 

 
 

Capital Area (131 total responses) 
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Georgia: 10 Cluster Meetings + Regional Youth Camp (238 total responses) 

 
 

Great River Region: Central AR Clergy Gathering, MCMC Conference, 3 area gatherings (131 total 
responses) 
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Greater Kansas City: Regional Meeting + Regional Youth Cabinet (105 total responses) 

 
 

Illinois-Wisconsin (90 total responses) 
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Indiana: 3 area gatherings + regional office (39 total responses) 

 
Kentucky: 8 area gatherings (165 total responses) 

 
 

Michigan (18 total responses) 
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Mid-America: Regional Assembly + Christian Regional Youth Festival (137 total responses) 

 
 

Montana (35 total responses) 

 
 

Nebraska and Kansas (154 total responses) 
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North Carolina (60 total responses) 

 
 

Northeastern (14 total responses) 

 
Northwest (42 total responses) 

 
 

Ohio (22 total responses) 
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Oklahoma: Regional Assembly, Regional Board Meeting, NE District Women’s Retreat (88 total 
responses) 

 
 

Oregon: 3 area gatherings (56 total responses) 

 
 

Pacific Southwest: Regional Assembly, 6 area gatherings, DSF (138 total responses) 
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South Carolina (63 total responses) 

 
 

Southwest: Regional Assembly + Trinity Brazos Area Gathering (155 total responses) 
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Tennessee: Regional Assembly + 1 church gathering (23 total responses) 

 
 

Upper Midwest (8 total responses) 

 
 

Virginia: Regional Assembly + Regional Women’s Retreat (95 total responses) 
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